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Opening Prayer by Mr. Speaker. 

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 

4079 

MR. SPEAKER: Before we proceed, I should like to direct the attention of the honour
able mem bers to the gallery where we have 30 students, Grades 7, 8 and 9 standing of the 
Isaac Brock School. These students are under the direction of Mr. Diamond and Mrs. Cayhill. 
This school is located in the constituency of the Honourable Member for Wellington. 

And we have 28 students, Grade 7 standing of the River Heights School under the direc
tion of Mr. Kupchak. This school is located in the constituency of the Honourable Member for 
River Heights, the Leader of the Opposition. 

· 

On behalf of all the honourable members I welcom e you here this afternoon. 

Presenting Petitions; Reading and Receiving Petitions; Presenting Reports by Standing 
and Special Committees; Ministerial Statements and Tabling of Reports. The Honourable 
Minister of Agriculture. 

TABLING OF REPORTS 

HON. SAMUEL USKIW (Minister of Agriculture) (Lac du Bonnet): Mr. Speaker, I wish 
to table a Return to an Order of the House No. 22 . 

MR. SPEAKER: Any other tabling of reports or statements? Notices of Motion; 
Introduction of Bills; Questions. The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

MR. HARRY J. ENNS (Lakeside): Mr. Speaker, I direct a question to the Honourable 
the Minister of Agriculture. I ask him now, perhaps finally, in view of the decision by the 
Manitoba Milk Marketing Board to levy a five cents per hundred weight surcharge on the price 
of milk for the construction of the whey plant at Selkirk, in view of the decision, the recom
m endations of a dairy board to proceed with that operation, has the gov ernment now decided to 
proceed with the construction of the proposed dairy processing and whey plant at Selkirk? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Agriculture. 
MR. USKIW: No, Mr. Speaker, we have yet not heard (laughter) . . . 
MR. SPEAKER: Order please . 
MR. USKIW: We have not yet had a--(Interjection)--Well, Mr. Speaker, I presume the 

members don't want the answer. --(lnterjection)--
MR. SPEAKER: Order please. Order please. Order please. Order please. Let me 

suggest if  members do wish to have a reply they will have to conform to the rules. If they 
don't wish them answered then they don't have to ask it, and I think it would be much fairer to 
the Chamber if they didn't proceed that way. Order please. Order please. Order please. I 
am not going to entertain an argum ent on that point. People who are not sincere should not 
place questions before the House. --(Interjection)--That 's a ruling. Very well. Would the 
honourable m ember state his matter of privilege. 

MR. ENNS: My point of privilege is this, that just the other day the Honourable Minister 
of Agriculture indicated a m ethod and m eans of providing up to a quarter of a million dollars 
in funds to build this plant. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. Order please. --(lnterjection)--Order please. That is 
not a matter of privilege. That is a debate. Any other questions? Orders of the Day. The 
Honourable Member for Rock Lake. 

MR. HENRY J. EINARSON (Rock Lake): Mr. Speaker, I direct a question to the Minister 
of Agriculture, and would like to now ask him if he has received a DREE grant from the 
Federal Government to build Crocus Food . 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Agriculture. 
MR . USKIW: Mr. Speaker, that is precisely the point I was leading up to in reply to the 

Member for Lakeside, who did not want to hear the answer. And the reply is that we have not 
had a reply from DREE as to whether or not the application of Crocus Foods has been approved, 
and therefore we are not in a position to giv e  a definitive answer to the Member for Lakeside. 

MR. EINARSON: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question to the same Minister. Can the 
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(MR. EINARSON cont'd) ..... Honourable Minister then give us some indication as to his 
position that he would take with the construction of this plant if he did not get the grant as 

suggested? 
MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The question is hypothetical. The Honourable Attorney

General. 
HON. HOWARD PAWLEY (Attorney-General) (Selkirk): Mr. Speaker, I took as notice a 

question this morning by the Honourable Member for Souris-Killarney re the dates and places 

of meetings of the Union of Manitoba Mmicipalities. They are as follows: Tuesday, June 17th, 

Holland, Manitoba; Wednesday, June 18th, Morden; Thursday, June 19th, Teulon; Friday, 
June 20th, Elie; Monday, June 23rd, Swan River, Tuesday, June 24th, Minnedosa; Wednesday, 

June 25th, Brandon. I believe in all cases the meetings commence at 10 :00 a. m. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. ENNS: Well, Mr. Speaker, I direct a further question to the Honourable Minister 
of Agriculture. Can he indicate whether or not the construction of the proposed whey plant and 

dairy processing plant at Selkirk is conditional on the successful receiving of the applied-for 

DREE grant? 
MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Agriculture. 

MR. USKIW: Mr. Speaker, that is a matter of government policy, which would be 
announced at a time when it was arrived at. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable House Leader. 

HON. SIDNEY GREEN, Q ,C. (House Leader) (Minister of Mines, Resources and 

Environmental Management) (Inkster): Mr. Speaker, to the honourable members opposite, 
and since I'm the Minister that relates to the Department of Regional Economic Expansion, an 
application for a DREE grant, as I understand it, is made on the basis that the grant is 

required in order for the project to proceed. If the grant is not given1then the matter would 

have to be entirely reassessed. But you cannot apply for a DREE grant on the basis as you are 
proceeding, whether the grant is received or not. That is one of the conditions to an applica

tion for a DREE grant. 
MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister for Lakeside. 

MR. ENNS: Mr. Chairman, I direct a question then to the Minister of Mines and Natural 

Resources. My line of questioning of course has been very straightforward and simple. I 

simply want to ascertain the policy of this government. Having little or nothing to do with 

what Ottawa does, is this government determined to build the proposed whey and dairy pro
cessing plant at Selkirk? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister for Mines and Resources. 

MR. GREEN: Mr. Speaker, as I've already indicated to the honourable member, an 
application for a DREE grant is made on the basis that that grant is necessary for the project 
to proceed. If the DREE grant is not given, then the project would have to be completely 

reassessed. 
Now I say that to the honourable member so that he understands, and, you know, I don't 

think it's any different for private industry or for us, that if you say you 're going to build with 
or without the DREE grant, you effectively exclude the DREE grant. 

MR . SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek. 

MR. J. FRANK JOHNSTON (Sturgeon Creek): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I direct my 

question to the Minister of Labour. During his estimates he indicated there was negotiations 

going on at the present time regarding the carpenters' strike, which is tying up construction 

in Manitoba. Can he bring us up to date on the negotiations and how they stand at the present 

time? 

MR . SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister for Labour. 

HON. RUSSELL PAULLEY (Minister of Labour) (Transcona): Not precisely, 

Mr. Speaker. I haven't received a report today. The last I heard was that the matter was 
still under conciliation with the conciliation officer involvement. Some issues had been some

what resolved. But in reply to a question I asked how - and that I'm sure is in the mind of my 

honourable friend opposite - how soon may we anticipate the end of the strike, the only answer -

and I guess it's the proper one that was given to me - was, "It's really up in the air at the 
present time. It could be within a few days. It could take another period of time." But the 
conciliation officer is still attempting to assist in bringing resolution of the industrial dispute. 
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ORDERS OF THE DAY 

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the Day. The Honourable House Leader. 
MR . GREEN: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I wonder if you'd please call Bill No. 63, please. 

BILL NO. 63 - THE INCOME TAX ACT (MANITOBA) 

MR, SPEAKER: Thank you. Bill No. 63, proposed by the Honourable First Minister. 
The Honourable Member for Riel. 

MR. DONALD W. CRAIK (Riel): Mr. Speaker, we'll try again to proceed with Bill 63. 
We received it Saturday morning and we've had some opportunity to go through it, and many of 
the items in it we can handle at committee as well as here, such things as deduction of foreign 
income tax, principal taxpayer and spouse, foreign tax credit, and so on. But there is one of 
course overriding major issue in the bill, and that's the matter of the property tax rebate and 
changing the structure of that rebate. Mr. Speaker, we've debated this before in this House. 
The debate will probably take on the same sort of a tone that it took on last year and the year 
before as the government brought in these changes to the size of the rebate on property tax. 

Mr. Speaker, we're, as we've said before, opposed to the principle of the property tax 
rebate. We think it's an inadequate way for government to finance the very burgeoning costs 
of operation of schools on the taxpayer. We find that the application of the tax rebate helps a 
minority of people; it leaves the majority overly subjected to the impact of the school tax on 
property, and therefore the bill as a whole is inadequate to handle the job that the Provincial 
Government has the responsibility for. That is, an adequate financing program for the public 
school system of Manitoba. 

The government has taken the opportunity to use what was originally a relief from school 
tax now, and it has expanded it into other areas that include general municipal taxation in this 
one rebate. It also increases grants to people in personal care homes in this one rebate pro
gram. And what has happened generally is that the very basic problem of relief of school 
taxes is still not assisted materially with this bill, or with the new limits that are put on the 
rebate. 

So, Mr. Speaker, in a nutshell, although we're in no way opposed to giving back money 
to taxpayers, we find that this bill is inadequate and in a properly financed program that this 
rebate system would not be possible. 

Mr. Speaker, the government, you know, builds quite an argument around this rebate 
program pointing out that it has been instituted by them and brought about a high degree of relief. 
I want to point out that the system was first started in the mid-1960's by the Conservative 
Government, when it then, too , had an inadequate financing procedure for assisting the public 
school system, but after operating it for two years it established what was an adequate system 
under the Foundation Program in education. And it is only through the disrepair and rundown 
state of the Foundation Program now that this thing has had to be brought back in as a back
door means of trying to salvage what has really been, basically, a lack of good government 
policy with regard to the financing of education. 

As I say, it helps out a minority but it leaves the majority still much too vulnerable to 
just plain bad policies with regard to the financing of education. And we 're not going to be 
caught dead, even if it means appearing to this government, who would still try to make the 
argument out of, appearing to them to vote against giving money back to the taxpayer, But that, 
of course, is just about the grossest distortion that could possibly be made. What we're voting 
againstjin this case, is just lack of an adequate government policy for the financing of the public 
school system. It won't suffice to say that it's being done in other provinces. Property tax 
structures in other provinces are different. The levels of property taxes are different in other 
provinces. What is really happening, you have to boil it down and look at what's happening in 
Manitoba. This thing has now gone on so far that it's getting increasingly difficult to ever 
bring about the proper restitution of the problem alone. I don't know how a government is 
going to get out of that. But we'll address ourselves to that problem when we get to it. We'll 
do it by first of all developing a foundation program for education that properly finances the 
school system, without going through this complicated and costly procedure of appearing to 
give back money that should never have been taken away in the first place ... 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Leader of the Opposition. 
MR . SIDNEY SPIVAK, Q. C. (Leader of the Opposition) (River Heights): Mr. Speaker, I 

follow the Honourable Member for Riel, to restate the argumentJand to put it in perspective/ 
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(MR. SPIVAK cont'd) .... . this bill is presented, Mr. Speaker, at a time when we have 

already dealt with the issue in the budget, but the municipal and city tax bills have been 

delivered to the taxpayer. In the budget debate we are always anticipating what's going to 
happen and the degree of relief that will be provided by the province through its programs to the 

municipal level as they levy the taxes that they require for municipal services and for the 

educational program. 
Mr. Speaker, I would think one can say that now, in hindsight with the specifics that we 

now know of the tax bills that the people of this province have faced, that the contribution that 
has been given by the province in relation to its revenues is inadequate; that in effect the prov
ince has not been fair with the municipalities nor with the City of Winnipeg and the other cities 

of this province. And further, Mr. Speaker, that in dealing with the moneys that they realized 

as a result of the inflationary trend in this province, that they've only contributed a very small 

part back to the taxpayer and that the taxpayer is, in fact, going to have to pay the shot again. 

And this increased cost that he has to bear erodes the income that he now has, together with 
all the increased pricing that has occurred, and in all these costs in goods he requires for his own 

cost of living have made it a very difficult thing for the taxpayer and for the family to be able 

to make ends meet and to be able to even sustain the quality of life that they had before. 

Now, the amounts seem to be significant when one looks at the figures. But when one 

realizes the degree of increase in taxation, one recognizes that no one is ahead in this game -

everyone is a loser. And the only one that isn't a loser is the Provincial Government. The 

Provincial Government on its forecast - and we believe those forecasts to be understated -

would rise in its provincial income tax by approximately $44 million. In the sales tax it will 
rise by $40 million. So you're going to have $84, $85 million in income. And what is it getting 

back by way of increased benefits to the actual taxpayer through all of these rebate programs? 
$21 million. There's only an additional $21 million against the $84 million of income and sales 

tax revenues that have been increased. It doesn't take into consideration the other increases. 
And what really is happening is that the taxpayer at one level is paying an additional amount, 

and the kind of relief that should be given is not being given; and his cost of living is going up, 
and taxation is going up, and he at this point is paying more and more and more. Now, the 
issue whether at this point government services could be curtailed, programs could be dis

continued, is not as important as the whole problem of the method, the strategy of the govern
ment and the implication it has for the taxpayers in this province. And here we have to deal 

with a number of different elements. We have to deal with those who are on fixed incomes and 
limited incomes for which this program is to give some relief in a progressive way, and one 

has to suggest that the progress activity in this program is minimal in terms of its direct 

impact on those people of low income. 

The second group have to be those people who are the renters in this province, who rent 

rooms or homes or apartments throughout this province. Now they are caught in the game, 

as the landlord is caught in the game, which is a very tough one for them to understand and 
for them to be able to appreciate. And the internal conflict that is arriving in this province as 

a result of it is not answered by the province talking about maybe a Rent Review Board, when 

in reality every landlord, because his taxes have gone up and because there is no relief to him 

directly, must increase rent and whose energy costs have gone up, both with respect to elec

tricity, natural gas and fuel; whose labour costs have gone up simply because of the i!lcreases 

necessary for people who are working to be able to just stay in the same place they were last 

year; who now faces a situation where he must of necessity raise the rents; is faced in a 
conflict - puts himself in a position at least of a conflict with his tenants who will receive relief 

to a certain extent from the government but not sufficient to be able to cover the costs that 

he's now going to have to bear as a result of the increase. So it's not dealing properly with 

this program, and as a result you have the internal conflict that exists, and you have at this 

period of time / and you'll have in the early fall, September, a substantial increase in rental 
accommodation throughout this province - substantial - because their costs have gone up and 
because there has been no direct relief. 

So the question then is the third group of people, those people who are home owners who 
now are paying taxes and who must recognize that they are going to be paying more and more 

for the services that are provided; who then look at the costs that they have to bear and then 
say, well, proportionately are we paying through the real estate taxation system a 
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(MR. SPIVAK cont'd) . . . . . disproportionate amount of the education tax? Should it not be 
on the provincial revenues? Who has profited more from inflation? Who has received more 
revenues from inflation? Who is receiving more because our income levels have gone up and 
we 're paying a higher rate of taxation? Who has received more because prices have gone up 
and we 're paying more in sales tax and in liquor taxes? And of course it's the Provincial 
Government. And one then has to say, well, has the Provincial Government provided suf
ficient relief? Is it really providing sufficient relief based on its income that it's received? 
Mr. Speaker, I don't believe it is. 

I've only mentioned two taxation levels, income tax and sales tax. I have not talked 
about corporation tax, or any of the other taxes which have increased. Nor have I talked about 
the shared programs with the Federal Government and the additional amounts that have been 
received from them. But what I'm suggesting is,then, in the shell game that the government 
plays with the taxpayer - the shell game, because that's all this really is, is a shell game -
he gives him back a small portion of the money he has taken away from him, and the kind of 
relief that should be provided is not being provided and the taxpayer is paying again and is 
being asked to pay and there is no control whatsoever. So, the system you know, which is just 
opening the tap a little bit wider this month, this year, next year it'll be open a little wider, 
next year it will be a little bit wider, is going to become ridiculous because the day will come 
when the Provincial Government is going to give a thousand dollars to everybody as a minimum 
and his taxation will have gone up $1, 200, $1, 300, $1, 400. You know, I mean this is the ridicu
lous proportions that we 're going to get in time if we continue on this game. And realistically, 
Mr. Speaker, you know, it comes to a point where it 111 become just plain silly to continue on. 
We do not believe that the degree of progress activity in terms of those people who cannot 
make it is really served or really occurs to assist those people who are on low income. And 
we believe that if there is a situation in which government involvement's required that it be 
done directly instead of the convoluted way and the costly way that this has been undertaken. 
We do not believe that this is in any way meeting the needs and concerns of people. We believe 
that the education tax essentially has to receive a greater contribution from the province who 
has profited from inflation, and whose revenues have achieved its highest level and its highest 
percentage increase in the history of any provincial government in this province. And that's 
a very important thing, Mr. Speaker. The revenues of the government with respect to income 
tax have risen higher than in any other year in terms of percentage increase; the revenue of 
sales tax has gone up higher in percentage than any other year in provincial history. And the 
kind of relief that is being given is minimal and the program itself is not meeting its needs, 
and Mr. Speaker, there's no way in which we can support the continuation of this kind of shell 
game. We are not in any way going to try and block relief being given back to the taxpayer who 
has already paid in, he's entitled to get back what he paid in.--(Interjection)-- Yes, but he's 
not getting it this way, he's only getting a very small proportion of it. And the question is 
whether it should have been taken in the first place, 

Mr. Speaker, we say this, that the continuation of this program is an attempt to fool 
the people of this province, and Mr. Speaker, they are not being fooled . They are not being 
fooled by the tactics of the government. They are not being fooled by the actions of govern
ment, and they know better. They know what's happening at this point, and they know that they 
are putting more and more money into the hands of that government and they're getting less 
and less back in relation to relief of some of the programs. As a result, they are paying at the 
municipal level, a higher and higher proportion of taxpayers - the people whom the govern
ment is trodding on is the group to help; those in the lower income levels are the ones who 
are suffering and suffering greatest. And as a result, Mr. Speaker, this is just a continuation 
of the same kind of sham, we suggest, that the government somehow or other is acting like 
Big Brother and the Godfather to the people of this province by providing then: some relief and 
that the people should be thankful and should accept that generosity from .the government - as 
if it is something that is not coming to them, and it is something that they are entitled to 
receive just as a matter of course. 

The fact is, Mr. Speaker, that government's revenues are up unbelievably and they are 
giving a very small amount back to the taxpayer, and the taxpayer on the municipal level is 
going to be paying, and has been paying, and is paying this year1an excessive amount in 
increased municipal and educational taxes. And the relief that's required is a direct and 
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(MR. SPIVAK cont'd) . further contribution in the educational field to eliminate this 

specific growth in that area, and to be able to provide in real terms relief for the taxpayer, 

direct relief; and relief which would be beneficial and which would assist the people in trying 

to make ends meet at a time when the economy is in the inflationary spiral; and when the sheer 

difficulty of being able to basically maintain the standards you had before means that it's 
severe, and it means that you require substantially more money just to be able to afford what 

you had before. The government has contributed inflation and is still contributing to inflation. 
It should have reduced its programs and it should have provided greater relief and it should 
have taken care of the areas, particularly in the educational tax - and Mr. Speaker, a govern

ment could have done that if they would have set targets and limits to their spending. This 

government has not. It hasn't demonstrated in any of the things that have happened this ses

sion in respect of its budgetary matters and the matters that have come before the House, it 

has not expressed or shown that restraint. And as a result the taxpayers are paying, in 

higher income, higher sales tax, higher users' taxes, and in turn higher gasoline tax - and 
Mr. Speaker, in spite of the so-called relief from the Provincial Government, they are paying 

a higher municipal and higher educational taxes. 

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 

MR. SPEAKER: Before we proceed let me direct the attention of the honourable mem

bers to the gallery where we have 15 students from Grade 4 to 9 standing of the Ilford School 
under the direction of Mrs. Wilson. This school is located in the constituency of the 
Honourable Member for Churchill. We welcome you this afternoon. 

The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek. 

BILL 63 Cont'd 

MR. F. JOHNSTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
MR. SPEAKER: Order please. What's the problem? 

MR. GREEN: Well, Mr. Speaker, I certainly recognize the right to select in that way, 
but we have had two people of one party and a third person has attempted to get up. I'm not 

going to challenge your recognition, but I believe that there is a certain procedure in the House 
that should be followed. We have had two people in a row from one party, a member of another 
party has arisen. --(Interjection)--Mr. Speaker, I wouldn't even ask you to withdraw that. I 

would almost ask the Member for sturgeon Creek to allow the Member for Assiniboia to pro
ceed so that it's not a reflection on you having chosen in that way. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Swan River on the same point of order. 

MR. JAMES H. BILTON (Swan River): There is a time-honoured custom of catching the 

Speaker's eye and probably that happened in this case. 

A MEMBER: That's right. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek. 
MR. F .  JOHNSTON: On the same point of order, Mr. Speaker, to satisfy the govern

ment side and the House Leader, I would be willing to defer to the Member for Assiniboia and 

speak after him. (applause) 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Assiniboia. 
MR . STEVE PATRICK (Assiniboia): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I thank the Member for 

Sturgeon Creek for allowing me to speak. It didn't matter too much if I was ahead of him or 

after him because I'm not going to be that long. But I wish to rise at this time and say to you, 
Mr. Speaker, that I intend to support Bill 63, An Act to amend The Income Tax Act. At this 
time I would like to say that the property tax in Manitoba is such a serious nature at the pre

sent time that any measure or half measure is better than no measure at all, and for this 
reason I wish to support the measure that's before us at the present time - because really, it 
is a small measure.--(Interjection)--Somebody says it's a half a loaf, and I'd say half a loaf 

is always better than no loaf. 

Mr. Speaker, we know that the bill now will have a minimum tax credit of $175 per 

every property, and 300 maximum - and at this time I know that one measure that this tax 

credit does really give a considerable amount of help and assistance, is to one group of people, 
and that is the senior citizens. As I understand it at least 80 to 85 percent of the senior citi

zens in this province will get almost total education tax removed from their property, and even 
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(MR. PATRICK cont'd) .. . .. in that one area alone I'd say that I would have difficulty not 
supporting it. I think it is a worthwhile measure in that one respect. 

However, I am not prepared to say the same for the balance of the people. But you may 
recall that for the last 10 or 12 years I have always had a proposal before this House to reduce 
or remove at least $2, 5 00 or $3, OOO of assessment for our senior citizens. And that was 
debated when we had the Conservative Party in government at the time - and when the govern
ment switched, I still proceeded with that same measure that had removal of a certain amount 
of assessment which would have removed the educational part of expense from that property, 
which I thought would be at least some measure. This is a type of legislation that has been 
enforced in some jurisdictions in the United States. So I thought that we had to take a measure 
in this area, and when the bill was introduced and it first came into this House I was quite 
happy, that it would do at least a great deal for our senior citizens. 

Now the other area, Mr. Speaker, that I am somewhat concerned - I know that for many 
other people with higher incomes that the maximum will be $175. 00. I don't feel that we have 
come to grips with the problems of property tax, because what is really happening in this prov
ince and maybe some of the other provinces is - today a report came out, a study in the Globe 
and Mail, where it indicates that there will be a very serious shortage of housing; there will 
be a very serious shortage of apartment blocks, or suites in apartment blocks, because of the 
reason that there's no return on investment in buildings, say, apartment units or houses -
because the rent even for a single one-bedroom apartment, the rent structure on the new con
struction today would have to be - which is a bachelor apartment - would have to be in an area 
of $300. 00. So what is happening, that expense is so great that the private developers will not 
go into development of housing, will not go into development of apartment units - not only in 
Winnipeg, but anywhere in Canada, because the property tax and the other property expenses 
are just too high for any return on investment. And it was only this morning that news item 
came out. So I think that we have to look very seriously, very seriously as far as the return 
on investment is concerned in our housing, because I still think and believe that we will have 
to resort to private development for many of our housing and apartment construction to give 
any kind of an initiative to private industry to get going and develop enough apartment units and 
housing accommodation. I think that there must be a return on capital, and there's no return 
on capital investment. The situation we have at the present time in housing shortage will be
come much worse. So I think that's an area that the government has to come to grips, I'd say 
anywhere, anywhere in Canada, so this is a very serious matter. 

Now I know that the minimum increase was some $50. 00 for the people in the minimum 
tax credit, so it went by $50 .00. At the same time, I'd say that many people that are in the 
higher income bracket, have an assessment of $10,000 or $12,000, their tax went up some
where between $175 and $200. So if you take a net - is it $50. 00 credit? - your tax is still 100 
and some dollars up per house, which to me is a considerable increase and I think it's too 
much. My attitude is, and my feeling is, that it won't take long for us to start making it impos
sible for people to live in their own houses, because the cost is just too great. I mean, if you 
have to pay a mortgage interest and then on top of that you have to pay $100 property tax, it 
becomes somewhat unbearable and very few people will be able to afford it. I'd say the point 
is that the pride and privilege of home ownership will start to disappear, Mr. Speaker, and I 
know that many of us, municipally, the politicians, provincially and federally, have prided 
themselves that Canadians have the highest percentage of home ownership, and that is very 
fast disappearing, not only in this province but disappearing in Canada. And I think it's unfor
tunate, because to a great extent I blame - and perhaps I'm as much to blame as anybody else -
the provincial, municipal and federal politicians, because we've made it pretty costly. 

You know, the land which only five years ago you were able to buy a serviced lot for 
$5,000, no more than six years ago, today that same lot is $18,000, and $15,000 or $16,000 in 
5 0-foot lots, serviced lots, and in not what you'd call the best area of your residential area in 
Winnipeg. I would say in an area that's developed, and probably it's got some older houses, 
you have to pay $15,000 to $18,000 for a lot, a 5 0-foot lot, and in areas in perhaps a little 
higher income bracket in Assiniboia, south of Portage, the lots are selling anywhere between 
$18,000 and $25,000. So there is a real serious problem as far as this matter is concerned. 
On top of that, we've put on so much sales tax, the property and the land is so expensive, and 
now the tax is going to be so high, so I'd say that we're making it completely impossible for 
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(MR. P ATRICK cont'd) . • . . •  people to e njoy this high percentage of home ownership that 
we have all prided ourselves on for many years. 

But with these few remarks, Mr. Speaker, I accept that this measure is maybe a half 
measure, but I would l ike to say to the House it's much better than no measure at all. And 
again let me repeat, I think the people who will perhaps receive the g reatest bene fit is the 
senior c itizens who, to my information, some close to 75 or 80 percent are receiving the big
gest portio n of  their e ducation tax almost totally removed from their property tax. So I think 
it's a measure that we can support. r d say it's good. I repeated it about four times now - I 
hope that the First Minister is listening - that it is the be st measure in this bill - which I 
appreciate and I think it's in the right direction. The only thing that I am concerned, that it 
doesn't do very much for the rest of the people and it's becoming very difficult for the rest of 
the population to e njoy the pride of home ownership, because the tax is getting too high. And -
well, somebody's saying from his seat, "the broker's fee." Well, I wouldn't know about that, 
Mr. Speaker, because there isn't that many sales around because the price and the market is 
just too high. That's what's happening. 

But, Mr. Speaker, the government did have a $50 million surplus last year and they had 
an increase because of inflation, increased revenues from the sale s tax and increased reveuues 
from the corporation tax and personal income tax as well. And I would have hoped that they 
would have put much more of this surplus and the other inflationary revenue s into property tax, 
and really, I think, it would have bee n  a good cycle, and what would have happe ned would have 
been a shot in the arm for the construction industry and I think that the people will start looking , 
saying ,  "Well, I want to own a home. I want to buy a home," because it's still feasible. If the 
tax can be within $500 and $600, I think - and $700 - you know, people will appreciate and want 
to own a home, but once you get it where in many areas it's $1, 400 ,  $1, 500, and, like my own, 
it's close to $2, OOO, but maybe my home is larger than many others. But I know it's only a 
few years ago when the taxes on that same house we re only $575 and today it's somewhere 
between $1, 700 and $1 , 800. So it's a substantial increase. But all in all, Mr. Speaker, I say 
the bill is not a total solution to our property tax in the province, but I can't help but support it 
and say that it certainly brings a relief, a measure of relief to many people and a measure of 
considerable relief to our many se nior c itizens, and approximately, I understand, somewhere 
between 75 to 80 percent of our senio r citize ns. So I do support the bill. 

MR. SPE AKER :  The Ho nourable Membe r for Sturgeon Creek. 
MR. F. JOHNSTON: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Member from Assiniboia has stated 

that the bill would be of great assistance to senior citizens, and I would refer him to the policies 
of the Conservative Party to eliminate education tax on home owners over 65,  which we would 
do without batting an eye. We'd also lower taxe s in this province. So, quite frankly, I fail to 
see how the member of the Libe ral Party, or the Liberal Party, can support this legislation 
when I look at my Vote s and Proceedings and find that they voted against the budget. You get a 
Party who says the y don't agree with the budgeting of this province, and the n they turn around 
and they vote for a policy which is an inadequate financing system in this province. Quite frank
ly, it o nly boils down to this, that a vote for the Liberal Party is a vote for the NDP, not be
cause we're the majority Opposition in this House, because they believe in the policies of that 
side. It's fairly obvious, because we 've seen it happe ning during this past week and a half, that 
you can talk against anything in this House and be hypocritical and the n vote for it. 

Mr. Speaker, I originally rose, I originally rose to po int something out regarding the 
Tax Credit Plan, which ru point out now. In 1974 the Tax Credit Plan administration costs 
were $217,  800. In 1975 they were $450, OOO, and in the 1 976 budget they are $790, OOO. Now if 
you've got a plan operating whe n you were spe nding $217,  OOO and all you're going to give back 
is a little more money, is it going to cost double what you paid out in 1974, to pay out the same 
or a little bit more money in 1976 ?  Have you not got the syste m set up? Is it going to cost 
another $400, OOO to produce the same system? --(Interjection)-- So we talk about the tax 
credit plan. 

Mr. Speaker, I intende d  to be brief before and I intend to be brief now. In 1974 the 
education property tax credit plan cost $21 7, OOO - $80, OOO was salaries, $136 , 888 . 74 was ad
ministration. Mr. Speaker, do you know what advertising was in that $136, OOO? The adver
tising was $87, 894 - to advertise the philosophy of the NDP gove rnment. You know, you take 
the money from the people and you say you're going to give it back to them, and you spend 
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( MR. F. JOHNSTON cont' d) . . . . .  $87, OOO in advertis ing - and the Member from St. Johns 
is going to bring out his paper - is going to bring out his Ontario paper and hang it in front of 
his desk, and he' s going to say, " That' s what the Ontario Government did. They advertised. " 
--(Interjection) - - You see, that' s what he' s done for the past three years. But Manitoba' s a 
million people, and we pay out - we pay out $87, OOO of the $136, OOO in advertising on the tax 
credit plan. And, Mr. Speaker, 8 7, OOO wasn't - that' s bad, that' s real bad - but when you look 
at the next line, it says Publications, $23, 701 . Mr. Speaker, what kind of people do the 
government on the other side think we are, that we can vote for the taking of people' s money on 
the basis that you' re going to give it back to them? And now in 1974, you had nearly $110, OOO 
spent on publications and advertis ing. And now we' ve got $790, OOO to administrate this plan. 
Why did we increase it ? Is it so hard to change your computer to, say, 1 50 to 175? You know, 
r ve seen guys change those digits fairly easily, take one man, yet we increase it - we increase 
it by $450, OOO in one year to administrate this tax credit plan. And it is probably the worst 
form of financing that' s ever been done. I have said in this House before, Mr. Speaker, that 
the Conservatives tried it, and we learned that it didn' t help the public one bit. But this is a 
government philosophy, of we know what' s best to do with your money. We' ll take your money 
from you because we don't really think you know how to handle it, and we'll spend it the best 
way we think possible, on $8 7, OOO worth of advertising - is part of your expenses to operate 
the plan - and you really believe, you really believe that anybody with principles would vote for 
that? r m afraid I can' t. And my principle says, the money belongs to the people. We' ll 
operate the government for the people the best way we can, and we' ll leave all the money we 
can in their pockets and we won' t come out and blow it on an administrative plan with a pile of 
advertising. And, Mr. Speaker, I don' t have to kid around.' P ll guarantee - P ll guarantee 
there'll be publications and advertising to the tune of more than they spent before - and that' s 
really not what I came here for when I was elected here by my constituents, to vote for this 
government wasting their dollars like that after they take it from them. 

MR . SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for St. James .  
MR . GEORGE MINAKER (St. James) : Thank you, Mr. Speaker. P d  like to make a few 

comments at this time on the bill. I wasn' t going to speak on it - until following the comments 
of the First Minister at the finance estimates in committee today, he made reference to a table 
in the Budget Speech recording - I think it was Table 1 on Page 76 , when he answered the ques
tion of our concern about the increased tax that was being paid by the people of Manitoba, and 
he pointed out very well that if we looked at this particular table we' d see how the tax credit 
plan would be giving greater rebates back to the taxpayer - and I very quickly scanned it and 
I thought that something was wrong here. I couldn' t quite figure it out at the time, so over 
lunch-hour break I thought about it a little more, and I realized there was one thing missing in 
the First Minister' s explanation, and that was we were comparing growth income but we did 
not assume that the individual got a raise. This was the one factor that was missing when we 
talked about it, or at least the First Minister talked about it. 

So I took another look at it and unfortunately I didn' t have time to spend - more time -
working out calculations and so on. But I thought, well what would happen to an individual who 
was married, has two dependents as this table shows, and got the average increase that the 
taxpayer received, if he was in the labour force last year': And going to the budget book, I 
looked at where the average labourer last year received about an 18-1 /2 percent increase in 
salary. So I tried to calculate out an average income for the labourer, and it' s somewhere in 
the vicinity of about $10, OOO a year. So I assumed that the Minister would probably accept if 
we compared - what would happen if somebody who earned $10, OOO a year last year in 1974 got 
a 20 percent increase and went to $12, OOO? What would happen to that individual ? Because 
this is what we were trying to explain to the First Minister, the impact that taxes are having on 
these people right now. So I took a look and I found out that if that individual last year earned 
$10, OOO he paid $492. 00 in provincial income tax. Now, if he got the 20 percent increase and 
went to $12, OOO this year in 19 75, he would now pay $633. 00 provincial income tax. It ended 
up that his income tax, provincially, had increased by $141. 00. Nothing' s changed except that 
the inflation of our times has all of a sudden dug into his pocket. So then we looked at the 
credits that individual would get. And last year when he was earning $10,  OOO his credits were 
$209. 00. Now this year when he got his 20 percent increase his credits rose to $276. 00, which 
meant all of a sudden he was getting a $6 7. 00 increase in credits, but lo and behold he was now 
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(MR. MINAKER cont' d) . . . . .  paying $141 more in provincial income tax. And not only that, 
if we cons ider what other income tax he' s paying - and I would not hold the provincial govern
ment respons ible for that - but if he' s paying $141 more in income tax this year1that he' s ob
viously paying another $377 in federal income tax. So the person got his increase because of 
inflationary times, but all of a sudden of that $2, OOO increase he got - the 20 percent increase -
he' s paying $511 more in income tax, federally and provincially, and getting a $67. 00 rebate. 

This is what we're concerned about, Mr. Speaker, that this tax rebate system hides 
what' s actually happening. Because the individual gets that big increase, it appears to be -
and it appears that the Provincial Government' s giving it back to him in this tax credit plan 
that they have, but they' re not. So I thought, well, let' s see what happens to an individual who' s 
single, the average guy who does not have a family, isn' t  married, is he any better off? So I 
looked at what happens tQ an individual - again Table 2 on Page 78 of the Budget Speech pres
entation of this year - and I found out that last year an individual, single, whether a female or 
a male, paid $705 in provincial income tax. Now what happened if he or she got a 20 percent 
increase this year? Then she would pay $8 77. 00 in income tax this year. There again, we 
had an increase of $ 172 in provincial income tax. And what was the rebate that single individual 
would get? Well we looked at the table, last year at $10, OOO the rebate total credit was $1 70. 00.  
Then we looked at - well what would be the rebate this year at the $12, OOO that she earned or 
he earned, and we found out it was $201. 00. So there was a total increase of $29. 00 in credit, 
yet lo and behold she'd been taxed another $1 72 more than she was last year. And further to 
that, if we applied the federal income tax that she was paying, it' s another $ 405.  00. So you 
could see what' s happening - the individual ends up paying another $577 in taxes, but they' ve 
got $29. 00 more back on the rebate program. 

So, Mr. Speaker, this is why we find it difficult in supporting this type of a program, 
because it hides what' s happening - because out of that increase, the 20 percent that the indi
vidual got, over 25 percent of it' s gone for taxes. Then what else is gone, and where? A sales 
tax is increased, not in percentage, but if the dollar value goes up on the item that the individ
ual is buying, then obviously he or she is contributing more out of the sales tax coffers. This 
is what' s happening to the individuals - that we cannot support this kind of a rebate program, 
because obviously it' s hiding what' s actually happening to the individual, whether he be the 
bread-winner for a family of two, or whether he be a single or she be a single individual trying 
to live in this province. This is why we cannot support this type of a program, and I hope that 
the First Minister will review those tables and see the point that I' m trying to make that, you 
know, it looks fine if you put down part of the detail, but when you start to compare what hap
pens from year to year, it' s not as pretty as the picture that we have painted for us - and we 
hope that the government will reconsider this type of a program next year. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Fort Rouge. 
MR. LLOYD AXWORTHY (Fort Rouge): Well, Mr. Speaker, I would like to say one or 

two words on the bill before us - first, I think, to respond in some part to the somewhat ag
gravated and extravagant statements made by some of our friends to the right, the far right, 
as well as to make some comments on the bill itself. I think that as one goes through each of 
these pieces of finance legislation, you have to make some choices as to the efficacy of each of 
them and who in fact they' re going to help, who they' re going to hinder. I believe the position 
of this party was well stated in the Budget Address, Mr. Speaker, where we felt that the total 
budget of the Provincial Government was an inadequate budget because it did not in any effective 
or creative way deal with the economic problems of the province in terms of the kinds of in
struments, the kinds of tools that were available to the Provincial Government; and we spoke 
directly to fields like housing and transportation, in manpower training. I would only like to 
say, Mr. Speaker, that in a sense, the wisdom of our course was in part substantiated last 
week when the Economic Development Advisory Board concluded in many respects that these 
were also major problem areas that could be effectively cornered by a Provincial Government 
and responded to, and that the response hadn' t been made. We feel that the capacity and ability 
of any provincial government to affect problems in an inflationary period are l imited. They 
are certainly not able to provide a total impact. Those are far beyond our course of action. 
But there are two things a provincial government can do. First, they can begin to ease and 
abate the burdens of an inflationary situation; and secondly, they can begin to, in a rifle target 
way, pinpoint specific areas where there is a shortage of supply, where there' s a bottleneck in 
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(MR. AXWORTHY cont' d) . . . . . productivity, where there is a holdup in the application of 
more effective means of solution. And our response for the edification - although r m not sure 
he ever wants any - of the Member from Sturgeon Creek - is that that was our position in the 
budget. It was not a satisfactory budget from a budget point of view because it did not in any 
way encompass a total approach to trying to pull together both an inflationary and recessionary 
situation. But at the same time, we felt that it is essential and is important that in times when 
costs are going up, to ensure that in fact there is some eas ing of the burden, some cushioning 
of the effect of inflation - and that is why, Mr. Speaker, we support a rebate program. It is 
the one element in the budget that was supplied that cushions the increas ing burden of an in
flationary period. And for this group to stand up and say, " We' re against it on principle, " you 
know, it just shows that once again they' re kind of cowering in that sort of right wing foetal 
position - is that 1 let the rest of the world go by' as long as we' re playing our own little drum 
and listening to our own music, it doesn' t matter what the impact is. And so trying to paint 
the world into these kind of extremes of black and white or red and yellow or however they see 
them, is wrong, because the real importance of someone sitting in this House at this time 
should not be to be so concerned and so preoccupied and so obsessed by sort of the gazing at 
one' s own sort of historical idiosyncracies that go back a hundred years, but the problem is to 
ask yourself what can you do to begin trying in whatever way possible to ease and abate and 
soften the very serious effects on groups of people in this province who are suffering some 
heavy problems of coping with increased rents and food costs and transportation costs. 

Well, Mr. Speaker, we don' t say that a property tax rebate system is a total solution, 
quite the contrary; but it is a solution, it' s a partial solution, it' s a solution that' s been adopted 
by the Province of Ontario, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and is being used by other prov
inces .  Because it is some way of transferring income, of redistributing income that one raises 
through the income tax, and turning around - because those who are able to, because they be
long to an organized union or because they' re part of a. salaried operation in a large corporation 
or business company, are able to cope with inflation to some degree. Because they can demand 
a 15 or 20 or 25 percent salary increase and usually get it, and it' s through the use of the in
come tax instrument that you can take some of that and turn it back over to the groups of people 
who can' t absorb it, the person who' s on a pension, who' s on a s maller income, who is an un
organized worker. So there' s some way of turning the money back in, and if the Me mber from 
Sturgeon Creek can' t see that and doesn' t care about that, then something is fundamentally 
wrong with the approach taken by the Conservatives. Because if they can' t realize that at some 
point the tax instrument must be used also as a way of trying to balance out and even out the 
burdens and providing some sort of shaving of those questions, then my God, we're back, you 
know . . .  I said it in an earlier speech when the Leader of the Opposition said that he' d given 
up on John . . .  I said, but he didn't have to go back to Herbert Hoover - and I think that' s 
exactly what' s happened in this session. We've now seen an undeniable sort of place ment of 
faith in the economic wisdom of Herbert Hoover or R. B. Bennett sort of now becoming the 
standard there for the Conservatives in this province. You know, Calvin Coolidge just didn' t 
say anything - they' re too noisy, Calvin Coolidge would feel out of step with them because they 
make too much noise, he just didn' t say anything. But you know, you have to deal with realities 
the way they are and the realities of the situation are, as my colleague from Assiniboia pointed 
out, the people are facing 20 and 30 percent increases in rents and 15 and 20 percent increases 
in food costs and 20 and 30 percent increases in property taxes and utilities - and to simply 
say, boy, we' re going to stand up and say, " No help for anybody, " and, you know, go down 
flags waving, you know, is the same kind of thing that old R. B. Bennett used to pull: " Boy, we 
may be in the midst of a Depression, but r m not going to change my economic theories" - and 
that' s exactly what we're hearing fro m the Member from Sturgeon Creek. He' s the reincarna
tion of R. B. Bennett - you know, we've seen a miracle. And, you know, I would suppose that 
some people would take pride in that. I suppose as a member of the Conservative Party who 
loves to take pride in tradition, then he can carry around that. As the Minister of Mines often 
says - we give him full credit, you know - stay true to that image and, you know, sing Hallel
ujah to R. B. back in the caucus. But the fact of the matter is that in 1975 in the Province of 
Manitoba, you are having to cope with an economy which is turbulent and volatile and which is 
particularly damaging to certain groups of people in this population, and that one of the ways -
and we simply say that the cushion is getting very thin, that the use of a rebate system has a 
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(MR. AXWORTHY cont' d) . . . . .  validity but it can only be carried so far. It only has a 
limited amount of utility from this point on. Because I think that once you reach a point, you 
can' t  continue adding and aggregating it. And the position that we have always taken is saying 
that while we' re in part gaining some relief through the rebate, let' s begin applying our intel
ligence to try to establish ways and recourses to solving the problems as much as we can. 

Mr. Speaker, this is where we do come down in very serious criticism of the government, 
because I don' t think that when they have proposed the solutions which they have offered in 
terms of dealing with the problem of increased demands on the municipal level for goods and 
services, that the kind of response has been as effective or as generous as it should be, because 
there are a couple of facts of life. First, if you look at the problem in the municipal areas, 
there has been no area of government where the demand for expenditures has been more intense. 
And yet, Mr. Speaker, the ability of the municipalities to command a growing aggregating 
revenue is li mited, and I think that this is demonstrated very well, Mr. Speaker, if you look at 
the 1975 Economic Review put out by the Department of Finance.  They point out, I think, a 
very important fact which is this: That in 1964 - or we can take the figure, if you like, of 1965 
just to give a ten-year span - r ll use 1964 figures; that the total percentage of government 
revenues spent - and this is after transfer grants, I want the First Minister to note, this is 
after transfer grants - expended by the Federal Government was 48 . 6 percent; by the provin
cial governments 2 7. 3, by the municipalities 2 4. 1. This was revenue. In 1974, ten years 
later, the federal proportion had fallen to 44. 3, the provincial government had risen to 36. 6 ,  
and the municipal had fallen to  19. 1 .  So what has been happening in  that period of  time, Mr. 
Speaker, is that while the demand for expenditures on the municipal level has been growing, 
their capacity to command revenue at the same time has been declining. And that' s one thing 
that you really have to be talking about seriously in this day and age, is an effective program 
of revenue sharing, of redistribution of government revenues to match income problems. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the Minister has said that the proposal made in the Budget Address 
about giving tax points back to the municipalities is not really a revenue-sharing program, 
because revenue sharing is a way of saying we' re going to take the same pie and cut it up dif
ferently. What the First Minister is saying in his Budget Speech is that we're simply going to 
permit or enable the municipalities to add additional tax points. We' re not going to be giving 
up our revenue when you' re going to be giving them the permission to give tax . . .  Which 
really isn' t  a sharing program. --(Interjection)-- Well, it was both but I think the major 
e mphasis was on the permission. 

Now, I agree with that. That makes good sense. But it still doesn' t  provide that funda
mental of revenue-sharing which is to somehow get more revenue back into the City of Winnipeg. 
Because I think if you look at the 1974 budget, City of Winnipeg, which is around $200 million, 
about 80 percent of that is for personal services, wages, salaries. And in fact one of the 
aspects of that is the Provincial Government derives a substantial amount of income tax rev
enue from those increases, so that every time the municipality must increase, as it does, about 
$40 or $50 million each year in municipal revenue, then it means of that proportion, 80 percent 
of it, is salaries and the provincial income tax and the federal income tax applies to it. So a 
lot of the increased municipal expenditures is being creamed off back into provincial and 
federal treasuries, in coffers. 

So we're simply saying, should we not be looking at ways of recycling that money back in 
more effectively? Because if, in fact, they are going to have to increase those expenditures, 
then at the same time we would point out, as my colleague from Assiniboia pointed out, that if 
you take a look at the reasons or the factors causing the increased rents, 30 percent of it can 
be directly attributed to increase in property taxes and utilities, and that the rebate itself on 
the basis of someone on an Old Age Supplement pension, the additional $75. 00,  if their rent is 
going up $300 or $400 of which 30 percent is  directly derived from property tax and utilities, 
you can say then that of that $300 to $400 increase in rent, close to over $100 or $125 is di
rectly attri.butable to property tax or utilities. So that $75. 00 doesn' t even cover that additional 
portion of rent increase that can be directly traced to the property tax utility inflation. 

So we're saying we want the rebate with it. That is why my colleague again introduced, 
earlier on in this House, a resolution asking for a $300 basic income for a senior citizen, be
cause that is the group of people that are being hit hardest. And I think you can trace the same 
kind of analysis down into other income brackets and other income groups .  And that' s why, 
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(MR. AXWORTHY cont' d) . . . . .  Mr. Speaker, when it comes down to it, we say that the re
bate is a partial program. It has some softening, cushioning effect but it doesn' t get to the 
core of the fact that the basic federal-provincial-municipal revenue expenditure program is 
highly scrambled and is being created in terms of a kind of a little bit of a ramshackle struc
ture . That' s what we have asked in this House several times when we get down to the business 
of rationalizing, particularly between federal-provincial revenues. 

There is now a major study going on, the Deutsch Commission, set up by the tri-level 
people to look at the whole problem of federal-provincial-municipal revenues. We think that as 
a companion piece of that we should be doing the same kind of thing in Manitoba, so that while 
the Deutsch Commission is looking at things in a national sense, we should be doing a companion 
piece provincially, and not looking just at issues of the direct transfer of funds from provincial 
to municipal. We should be looking, Mr. Speaker, at things like the impact of a property tax 
itself. Because as we add increasingly, or expect the municipalities to use the property tax as 
a revenue source, then we find out that we distort badly, for example, the landmark in this city; 
that one of the reasons why the City of Winnipeg sort of stands on its head in order to try to get 
more development is because they see development as a way of trying to partially keep the mill 
rate down. And as you could begin to ease the pressure off the property tax, and even begin to 
alter the form of taxation to provide a different level of assessment based more on the land use 
rather than what is on the land, then you might begin to find that you begin to dilute or reduce 
the pressure for development which is oftentimes damaging and oftentimes distorts the revenue 
picture ; that oftentimes the City of Winnipeg distorts its own priorities in spending because it 
feels that it' s got to keep kind of racing on a treadmill to get more property taxes because that' s 
its major base. Until you start reducing that . . .  and I' m surprised; I' ve heard the Minister 
of Mines and Resources, if there is any one reference book he has used inordinately, it' s been 
Henry George. And Henry George' s ,  of course, great claim to fame was talking about land 
value tax. And I think that the City of Cleveland now has a graduated land value tax. It' s being 
applied in places like Australia. So what we' re just saying is that here is another area of pro
perty tax reform we should be looking at, because the other thing that the property tax presently 
aggravates is the whole question of the rehabilitation and remodelling and renovation of older 
blocks. The First Minister announced on Friday a $2 million program for renovation. A much 
more effective way of doing that would be, again, if you were able to provide sort of a certain 
incentive off the tax base as opposed to a direct grant and loan program. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable First Minister. 
HON. EDWARD SCHREYER (Premier) (Ross mere) : What city did the honourable mem

ber refer to just a moment ago? 
MR. AXWORTHY: I believe it was Cleveland, has just a graduated land value tax system. 

And I believe as well the information - and I can check it - that certain cities in Connecticut are 
now applying it. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the point is that property taxes all the way down the line has a kind of 
multiplying effect. It affects and distorts the incentive and motivation for the maintenance of 
property, and therefore we are forced then to make heavy expenditures in order to try to offset 
deterioration, when if in fact we had a different property tax system, we might find that the 
incentive was there already and you didn' t have to be putting direct capital outlays into it. It 
affects the financial and fiscal priorities of the City of Winnipeg by compelling larger major 
developments sometimes, which themselves are unwise. 

So what we' re simply saying is, isn't it about time that we got away from this kind of 
catch-up game of just trying to keep abreast each year and hoping to God that somehow we' ll be 
able to balance the books, and start taking a very serious reorganization of the fiscal relation
ships and the use of the property tax as a means of financing for local government? Now it 
doesn't mean to say that you eliminate the use of a property tax, but I think we should define 
very distinctly to what uses should a property tax be put, and how should it be used, and for 
what functions of government. And for the functions of government that are directly related to 
property services, fine, but there are so many services the City of Winnipeg is now be ing re
quired to spend money on, that as a result the property tax is bearing an inordinate burden, and 
the kind of transfer grants and redistribution of income that comes from senior levels of 
sources are limited. And, Mr. Speaker, I - and the First Minister may want to correct this -
but as late as 1973, according to the Ministry of Urban Affairs' studies on the national incomes, 
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(MR . AXWORTHY cont'd) . . . . .  the City of Winnipeg, and that was about every dollar spent -
received less from senior levels of government than any other major city in Canada. 

Now that may have changed in the last year or two, but I would like to see the documenta
tion of that, because as of 1973 , for every dollar spent we had far less of that dollar being con
tributed by senior levels of government. Which just simply adds up to another additional reason 
or argument for getting to a serious investigation and reorganiz ation of municipal finance. 

So, Mr. Speaker , I think our position is quite clear. We are not adopting the position of 
the Conservative Party , which is sort of standing sort of implaaably on its 1920 's  principles. 
That ' s  their business and they can. live with them. But what we are saying is that we are pre
pared to support the particular rebate system simply because it is a stopgap measure to provide 
some relief, and on that basis alone I think it warrants and justifies the support of this House 
because there are so many people who need that kind of relief. But at the same time, Mr. 
Speaker , let me :.nake very clear it doesn't mean to say that we are satis fied in any way with 
the kind of fiscal relationships that we have, and we are suggesting very strongly that the fiscal 
system is out of whack, is not functioning effectively, that there are many distoritons built into 
it, and that we would want to see and would hope that continually we would be able to encourage 
and prod and promote, and even do that worst of all possible things , because I know it' s  anath,.. 
ema to my friends to the right to tell someone in Opposition to suggest solutions; I know that 
that is just not in keeping with the game that they play; but even if we' re required to make 
recommendations as suggested, we will do so if it means that we can provide for a more rational 
and J.seful tax system and ta:.\e some of the burdens off and get rid of some of the anomalies and 
distortions and ludicrous parts of the property tax. And if that, Mr. Speaker , is not playing 
the Opposition game the right way, then I WJ uld think that maybe we should be looking at how 
the game is being play ed, because I think the people of the City of Winnipeg and the people of the 
Province of Manitoba are not interested in the games people play in this House. What they are 
interested in is results . They want some help. They want some help on their property taxes ,  
and I think that what w e  better b e  looking for i s  a group of  people who ar•oi prepared to put their 
minds to work to see how they can get it. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 
MR . ENNS: Well, Mr. Speaker , the Honourable Member for Fort Rouge has once again 

demonstrated that the Liberal Party in Manitoba displays a great deal of interest and very few 
principles when it comes to tackling the problems the population of Manitoba face, and you '.l:now, 
Mr. Speaker, it should be made very clear to all members in this Chamber and to the public 
of Manitoba that it isn't just the Liberal Party that is running candidates in these two by-elections 
nor is it the members of the government that are running candidates in these two by-electionsi  
the Conservative Party is also running candidates in these two elections, but be damned if we ' ll 
prostitute our principles for the sake of those by-elections ,  and be damned if we'll apologize 
to anybody in this Chamber for foregoing those principles. And let me just take a few moments 
out, Mr. Speaker , you know, to resurrect some of the reasons why we took certain positions 
vis -a-vis this kind of a gimmickry handout of public money. 

Mr. Speaker , No. 1: It was said already in this Chamber and in this debate that this is 
not a new method found :mt by the members opposite, the New Democratic Party, nor by the 
Liberal party. It was a Conservative administration under the leadership of Duff Roblin that 
first introduced the rebate system in the Province of Manitoba, and it was then the Opposition , 
it was then the New Democratic Party , aided and abetted by the Liberal Party, that said , "My 
God, what terrible vote-buying is taking place in the Province of Manitoba. " Do you remember 
that ? Do you remember that ? They said that it was outright vote -buying on the part of the 
Conservative government. And you know, sir - I've said that before - we believed them. We 
believed it was right. We said if a government didn't need the $ 50.  00 in the first place ,  then 
why take it from the people ? And so we stopped that program. We listened to what we thought 
was responsible Opposition criticism at that time by members of  the New Democratic Party, 
and by members of the Liberal Party , I might add, who called this kind ·Jf a program blatant, 
flagrant vote-buying. 

Now that ' s  for the record, Mr. Speaker , Sq you know, let' s not talk about 1920 economics. 
Let 's  not talk about the Bennett buggies. Let ' s  not talk about any other things. Long befor e 
the Honourable Member for Fort Rouge came to this Chamber, indeed before I came to this 
Chamber, this particular approach of redistribution of tax income was introduced by a 
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(MR. ENNS cont'd) . . . . .  Conservative administration then led by the Honour able Mr. Dufferin 
Robl in. 

Now, Mr. Spe aker, what are we re ally talking about? What are we really talking about? 
We' re talking about an expensive system of rebating taxpayers' money. It depends on where 
you l ook at the budget graphs that were supplied by the Minister of Finance. If you h appen to 
be talking about the bracket of between $ 9, OOO or $ 10 ,  OOO or $ 12,  OOO on a single basis, it 
m e ans that the governm e nt is ta'·dng $ 6 . 00 and they' re giving you $ 1. 00 back. Yes, it's j ust 
that bad. The same person that' s m arried , average married perso'l, you' re talking about a 
2-1 ratio, and Mr. Spe aker, we're simply s ay ing that in l ine with som e of the arguments that 
we've put up e arlier - and really this comes back to the original deb ate on the rebate system, 
and I would ask you, sir, to remem ber, and I would ask members of the Fourth Estate to 
remember, what were some of the arguments of the Oppositio'1 at that time which led us in
iti all y  into opposing this bill. 

Now we talked about a 10 percent reduc tion of per sonal inc ome tax, which I kn ow honour
able members dJn' t agree with but we said that. That' s fine. I can expe c t  that position. It' s 
just that, you know, this riffraff to my left that I have trouble with, you know, in terms of 
what side of the fence the y come d own off. It all depend;3,  I suppose, on ho w close they are 
to an election at one particul ar time. The Minister of Mines and Natur al Resources was per
fe ctly r ight when he described the ir guid i ng p rin::iples in this C ham ber or anywhere else. 
They'll vote for anything if they thin'.� it'll buy some votes, if they think it'll :"JJUt them into povver, 
if they think it'll m aintain them in power. Well, that' s bee n  dem onstrated over and over again. 
It' s being dem onstrated again here on this p ar ticular issue. They could vote against the budget 
of this government, of which certainl y anybody that loo'rn at the m e asures contained in this bill, 
this has to be one of the m ajor aspe cts of the budge t, one of the m ajor in terms of ever all 
d :ill ars, but they can s tand up and vote ag ainst the budget and i'O te in favour of this tax me asure. 
Well, that is a Liberal position that I have long since :io longer tried to e xplai n or to j us tify. 
They are going to have to justify it to themselves. 

But, Mr. Spe aker, I just want to bring back to course some of the argum ents that initially 
put the Official Opposition p arty opposed to this system of handl ing tax m oney, and it has 
nothing to do, nothing to dJ with 1920 economics. What it has to do with is a m atter of some 
integrity on the p art of the Opposition and some believing in those t hings that you say. We 
said that, rather than this kind of approach to giving back taxp ayers' m o'ley, that there should 
be a consideration for a 10 percent red lction in the personal income tax. We said that the 
pr ovincial contribution to the ed ucational program should at all times be very clear, and we 
said that inste ad of neglecting the Found ation pr ogram, which brings about the very kind ·Jf tax 
rises that the Honourable Member for Assiniboia talks about which was forcing property up , 
rentals up, everything else. keeping the Fou!ldation Progr am alive and up-to-d ate, which this 
government has m iserably neglected, was num ber two item 0'1 our total tax program. We also 
said � he removal of all educ ation taxes on f arm and reside ntial property was a position that the 
Opposition Party put up at that time, three p articular item s costing considerable am oun ts of 
d ollars, and we said :hat in all conscience we couldn ' t  be putting those positions f orward and 
at the same time expect any governm e nt, let alo.':le this government, have the nece ssary finances, 
the necessary m oney , to put through the kind of rebate program that they were then putting 
before us. 

Well, Mr. Spe aker, it was a position that we felt that we took with some degree of 
responsibility, with some degree of integrity. It was not, in our position, a justifiable one 
to suggest that these and these and these red.ictions c ould be taken and at the same time dem and 
the reduc tions of the other route, the alternative route that the government was choosing. Now 
between the two rou':es there ' s  room for fair d e bate, and we can deb ate that questio.'1, but I 
know that if I introd lced a resolution in the House tomorrow demanding that a greater inp ut be 
put in the Found atioVJ. Program , my friend s the L iberal Party would support it. If I put a res
olutioVJ. tom orrow dem and ing a ten percent red.iction in the persoVJ. al income tax, my friend s 
the Liber al Party would s up;iort it. And if I put anothe r resol ution tom orrow saying that we 
should quadruple whatever tax rebate programs that the present government is offering in this 
bill , my friends the Liberal Party will support it. In f act they will support anything, they will 
support anything if it thinks it'll buy them a vote. Well, yes, Mr. Spe aker, it' s a great pl at
form. It' s a hell of a mess that the Liberal Party has left this country in and is le aving this 
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( MR. ENNS cont 'd) . . . . .  country in as the result of their stewardship over the past number 
of years,  and, sir, I 'm more satisfied that we can get more serious tacklings of the economic 
problems facing this province, facing the people of Manitoba, we can get a much clearer choice 
in terms of people of Manitoba clearly identifying which route they choose to follow, if we learn 
to tolerate our Liberal friends but really not pay too much attention to them. 

MR . SPEAKER : The Honourable First Minister shall be closing debate. The Honourable 
First Minister. 

MR . SCHR EYER : Mr. Speaker , it' s been a very interesting and stimulating debate and 
consistently so throughout. That's not to say, sir , that it hasn't been outrageous at the same 
time, because much that ' s  been said I feel great indignation welling up inside as to just how, 
conceivably how, could anyone such as some Conservative members opposite make the kind of 
statements that they did, and I propose to deal as specifically as I can with each of the points 
that they raised. 

Perhaps I could begin by commenting to the Honourable Member for Lakesid e that if it' s  
his perception of things that the Liberals seem inclined to support everything that ' s  proposed -
I'm not so sure that that 's  the case, but if it is - then I think it could equally be said -oy me, sir , 
to the members opposite, that I rather get the impression that the Conservative want to oppose 
everything that' s  proposed, and that perhaps is equally unrealistic and perhaps even more 
sterile, because what is before us here essentially in this legislation is a bill having to do with 
adjustments, and adjustments only , in the property tax credit and the cost of living tax credit 1 
both of which are based on principles of fiscal policy which were enacted for the first time in 
the case of the cost of living tax credit a year ago , in the case of the property tax credit approx
imately two or three years ago. And I venture to say , sir , and it' s  only an opinion, that I feel 
rather confident that in Ontario , for example, whether it be the Davis administration or the 
Nixon administration - Bob Nixon, that is - or the Lewis administration, I rather suspect that 
no j urisdiction, once it has adopted a tax credit concept that is income-related . as our modern 
day tax credit programs are, will ever want to abandon it and revert back to some relatively 
unprogressive across-the-board simplistic income tax cut. If that is the issue before us,  I 
welcome it, sir, because there ' s  nothing that would give me greater politicial pleasure, in 
terms of integrity and principle as well as the fight of it, nothing more, sir , than a head-on 
collision with the Conservatives on this very issue, and perhaps it would be best for all 
concerned that we have that kind of direct and unequivocal and clear, crystal clear confrontation 
before the public of this province, so that they can adjudicate, as in fact being the ultimate adju
dicators that they are. But at least let the facts and the principle of the relative programs be 
clearly set forth. Let them not be clouded or hidden behind a bushel or whatever. 

The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek raises the complaint that there is an increase 
in the administrative cost of this program. If he would have checked with one of his colleagues,  
he would find that that question was raised this morning at the estimates review, and the answer 
is simply as follows : that the administrative arrangement for the property tax and cost of living 
tax credit, because it ' s  income-related, because it has to do with the filing of income tax re
turns , is more logically administered by the tax-collecting authority, the Government of Canada 
Department of Revenue. to which we have a one percent administrative payment arrangement. 
And I said this morning, and I say again, that it is certainly possible to argue that, on the one 
hand, one percent charge for administration is about as low an administrative charge as you 
can find anywhere in respect to anything that requires administration, and on the other hand it 
could be said that because of the mere incr easing of a tax credit, that there ought not to be the 
automatic increase in administrative cost that results from a standard one percent formula. 
All right, there ' s  room for argument there, but lest my honourable friends wish to make too 
much of it, I repeat that there are pr ecious few things in administration that can be covered 
with a charge of one percent, unless my honourable friend has some dramatic new information 
there that he wants to make known to us on this side, and to the world for that matter. But that 
is perhaps - not perhaps, it is without a doubt one of the less important aspects of the debate 
that has taken place in the past hour. 

The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek also complained about the advertising cost 
and , sir, I don't think that I'm revealing any confidence when I say that personally I wish that 
the advertising campaign we have mounted in the case of this program were considerably 
larger than it has been, for the reason that the Opposition can't have it both ways. They want 
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(MR. SCHR EYER cont'd) . . . . .  to criticize a program , and that gets publicity , but when it 
comes to the sheer matter of fact exposition or explanation of a given program, they complain 
if there is any form al advertising. We in Manitoba tend :o be more modest than some other 
sister provinces , partly for historic reasons, partly because we are smaller as a province ,  
and partly I think it's  just maybe our peculiar human nature. I mean not just New Democrats , 
but Manitobans generally - politically , that is. We do not mount even proportionately the kind 
of extensive ad'ilertising campaign on this particular program that the Province of Ontario has. 
We have not run to full-page ads, and as frequently and as many publications. The honourable 
member should bear in mind what my colleague has just mentioned, that ther-:i is nothing sinful 
about this and in fact the City administration felt justified in running a campaign which I und er
stand cost a few tens of thousands of dollars on rather a skirmishing point as opposed to trying 
to set forth the basics of a rather major program , and in fact the cost of living and proper ty 
tax credit program has become a major program , obviously to the discomfort of some honour 
able friends opposite, the Member for Riel in particular. He is saying it' s become so large 
how are we ever going to break our way out of it and replace it with some Conservative pro
gram ? Well, I wish them well in the event, unlikely as it may be, that they form the admin
istration in approximately 2 years and 2 months, or thereabouts - if they can devise a way of 
getting out of this program without sacrificing equity or equitability , then I think they will have 
succeeded in accomplishing something. But the challenge that they would face would be quite 
severe because it is,  I say sir, impossible or nigh onto impossible to get rid of a $ 98 million 
program which in a couple of years may well be in excess of 110 or 120, and replace it with 
something that is more equitable. I know what they have in mind - they hav e  been candid in 
indicating what that would be - that is,  they would try to get rid of it, problematic and difficult 
as that would be, and replace it with a good old-fashioned Conservative perc entage decrease 
in income taxation. The Leader of the Opposition has said so on more than one occasion, 
although it's  interesting that in the Throne and Budget Speech of 1975 he has hedged and qualified 
that. Certainly a year and two ago it was unequivocal that they were in favour of a percentage 
across-the-board income tax cut, which brings you to the classic head �on difference in evalu
ation or values or priorities or social economic philosophy , because we have Gaid to the point 
where we feel bored with ourselves for r epeating - that a simply percentage decrease in income 
taxation does nothing, sir, for equitability or for taking into account the kind ·:lf problems that 
concern the Member for Assiniboia, and he has said so - the position of old age pensioners ,  
those on average or below average income. And what they would propose, sir , would have 
almost the opposite effect. And if that is an exaggeration, at least I know I am not exaggerating 
when I say that it will do nothing for those people. I would be prepa_red to go further and say 
that it would be positively harmful, because a straight percentage income tax cut, sir, as a 
replacement for �he tax credit concept which is inversely related to income. would have the 
effect of giving those in upper income brackets a substantially greater tax relief than those at 
middle and lower incomes. That being the case, sir, let it be clear without equivocation , without 
apology , we r ej ect it completely. 

The Honourable Member for Lakeside - and here is obviously proof that this is not one of 
his better days,  because on many days he is quite astute and entertaining. But today he worked 
up a head of indignation, because he said that this concept was tried in the middle 1960s and 
discontinued after one or two years because of protests , I presume, of the two opposition 
parties. But also, he admitted, because of dissatisfaction within their own ran'<s . Well, 
obviously if they were not dissatisfied they wouldn 't have discontinued it. But Mr. Speaker , 
that t. 50 tax r ebate has so little resemblance to the tax credit program of the 1970 ' s  as practised 
in Ontario and Manitoba, that it is unworthy of comparison. It was a $ 50 flat rebate; it had 
no r elationship inversely to income or ability to pay. Therefore,  the question was asked by 
members of the Opposition in those days,  completely justifiably , "Well, if it ' s  flat and a simple 
$ 50 ,  and you 're taxing it in and you're paying it out by indwidual cheques

"
- mark you, sir , 

individual cheques to individual residents -"and it has no social redistribiction impact on it, 
well what's the point of doing it that way in t he first place'. " And indeed that is a very valid 
question . 

In our case. this property tax credit system, sir, is - first of all, it is not flat., it is 
inversely graduated .  inverse to income and ability to pay. It is redistributed - and 110t only 
that, sir, it is paid out not in a way that maximizes the adminis trative costs because of 
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(MR. SCHREY ER cont 'd) . . . .  � individual cheques to 280; OOO or 320, OOO, filers or householders, 
but it goe s by way of lump sum to the numbers of municipalities in this province,  and not to in 
dividuals, so that the administrative costs in comparison has got to be lower and smaller 
therefor · But let' s not compare apples and oranges,  that old trite expression , comparing 
apples and oranges ; that's just what the Member for Lakeside is doing when he compares a 
$ 50 flat rebate of the 1960s with $ 175 to a $ 300 inverse to a graduated income r edistributing 
type of program such as exists in our day and age. There 's  all the difference in the world .  

But, sir, even that i s  perhaps not the main point, although it's  important. The main 
point has to do with the kind of - and sir ,  I must confess that in listening to the Honourable 
Member for St. James, I was wondering what sleight of hand it 's  possible to play with figures. 
He is arguing somehow that the tax impact, even with the tax credit program, is falling more 
heavily today than apparently a few years ago. And therefore,  I ,  without apology, want to take 
time to go deliberately and as slowly as necessary through pages 52 and 53 and 80 and 81 and 
82 and 109 and 114 of the budget papers - because, sir , in the final analysis, although tempo
rarily for a week a month, a year, they may get away with it. But ultimately , I like to think 
that the truth does out and that falsehood doesn't always continue to exist on the throne. And 
the truth of the matter is, sir , that when looking at a 25 -year comparison of changes in 
personal income and disposable personal income after taxes, all of which information is avail
able from the Department of National Revenue and DBS, one sees that there is a quantifiable 
ascertainable level of personal income in statistical terms. both in current dollars - and if 
my honourable friends want to play games about inflation and the deflated value of the dollar, 
then we'll take it in 1961,  constant dollars calibrated out in that fashion. And on that basis, 
1954, Mr. Spea.l\:er , the personal disposable income per capita in current dollars was $ 1 , 1 17 ;  
in 1964 , $ 1, 656;  and 1974, $ 3 ,  900 for Manitoba. Comparable figures for Canada in the same 
three years over 20 years , $ 1, 169 , $ 1 , 713 ,  $ 3 ,  937 . In terms of personal disposable income 
per capita after taxes and measured in 1961 constant dollars with inflation squeezed out, we 
get the following; 1954 , Manitoba, $ 1 , 242 ;  Canada, $ 1 , 300. 1964 , Manitoba, $ 1 , 580; Canada., 
$ 1 , 635. 1974 , Manitoba, $ 2 ,  367 ; Canada $2, 360. Nowwhat is doubly interesting there is that 
not only is personal disposable income after taxes in Manitoba maintaining a fairly stable 
relationship to the phenomenon as it applies in national terms, but we see that after a decade 
of the 1960s when Manitoba actually lost ground to the extent of $ 96. 00 per person in disposable 
income after taxes as compared to the national Canadian average, in the last five years we have 
made up that $ 96.  00 and $ 7 .  00 besides. So that today Manitoba' s disposable personal income 
after taxes is $ 7 ,  00 per capita; it' s  not much, but it 's  $ 103. 00 per capita more favourable than 
it was at the end of the decade of the 1960s. There ' s  no way that they can get away from that 
startling fact, although I know that they would like to. But, sir , why should agony for the 
Conservatives be spared if the truth can be served ? 

So we look now at Page 80 and 81.  And in looking at Page 80 and 81 we s ee that, contrary 
to the impression that the Member for St. James tried to leave, that, yes,  taxation at a given 
level, I think he admitted - that taxation at the same level today was less than five years ago, 
but he says if you take inflation into account, then obviously a person has to be earning more 
today than in 1969 or '70 in order to have the same purchasing power ; and ·.vhen you take the 
increased level of income, which was no greater in uninflated terms, then he is paying more 
taxation. 

Well , let us look at Page 80 and 81 - and I'm sure that if this can be disproved, it would 
be to the great embarrassment of the Minister of Finance and to supporting analysts and staff. 
But it would seem, sir - I shouldn't put it that tentatively - we are satisfied that a person 
earning $ 8 ,  OOO in 1969 - $ 8, OOO - was paying more taxes ,  mor e income taxes, federal and 
provincial, than a person earning 50 percent more today. And I pause there for emphasis, 
because I believe that that is a point that has been entirely either ignored by my honourable 
friends opposite or else they have deliberately obfuscated it. But look, Mr. Speaker - in 
1969 , for a married couple - taking it on the basis of a married couple with no children or 
a married couple with two children, it doesn't matter - had $ 8, OOO yearly gross income in 
1969 , provincial taxes of $ 544 ; in 1973,  $ 239. 00 ; in 1975, $ 4 .  00,  after taking the tax credit 
programs into account. 

At $ 12, OOO in 1969, $ 910 in provincial taxes ;  $ 683 in 197 3 ;  $ 46 1 in 1975 - so that the 
$ 12, OOO a year filer today is paying $ 461 as compared to $ 544 by an $ 8, OOO a year filer in 1969 . 
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MR . GR EEN: Plus the Medicare in 'G9. 
MR. SCHR EYER : That' s  assumed. So then, Mr. Speaker , ther e was no way that one 

can argue that the incidence of taxation in terms of the income tax on middle and lower income -
but even middle, sir , and somewhat above middle aver age income - is that the incidence is 
higher today as compared to 1969. It is dr amatically lower at a given level of income and •'wen 
when adjusted [or an inflation, sir , it is more favourable to middle and lower income groups. 

And I think that Page 80 and 82 - really , Mr. Speaker, would it be wrong if we were to 
take the subj ect matter of Pages 80 and 81 and b.ave them litheographed and put through mass 
public media ad·.rertising - because, sir , there has got to be some way to deal with the out
rageous distortion here that my honourable friends, the Conservatives , have become so ad.ept 
at. 

I remember in the 1960s, sir , when the - -(lnterjection) - 
MR . SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for St. James. 
MR . MINAKER : Mr. Chairman, the First Minister was - if I understood him correctly 

when he was comparing the figures - was implying that my portion of the d ebate was comparing 
1975 figures to 1969 . They were not. They were comparing 1975 figures to 1974 figures on 
those two pages. And I want to make that very clear. 

MR. SPEAKER : The Honourable First Minister. 
MR. SCHR EYER : Mr. Speaker , that perhaps puts a somewhat different light on it, but 

it certainly is of no comfort to my honourable friends. I am comparing sir , the impact of 
taxation today for a given level of income - and even allowing a $ 4 ,  OOO dHferential on $ 8, OOO 
to $ 12. OOO, and showing that even on that basis the incidence of taxation is less today in 
provincial tax terms - and it means foderal, to give the Government of Canada its due credit -
than it was in 1969 . 

Mr. Speaker , if one is going to deal with the phenomenon of inflation, then one has to 
deal with both income and costs on either a current dollar or a constant .rfollar basis, either 
way .  But it is most dishonest intellectually , and in every other respect, to use for income 
purposes a d·eflated or a constant dollar base - and it ' s , ''ah, but the cost of living' s  gone up, ' '  
and to prattle off nonsense about the fact that the average incomes, disposable incomes, have 
not kept pace with the cost of living - that is just not true, sir . The history of Canada through 
almost every single year in Canadian history except when the Conservatives were in office. 
has been a history of a steady increase or improvement, maybe not dramatic, but slow but 
steady positive improvement in the net disposable income of Canadians - with the pos sible 
exception of 1930 to '35 ,  19E 7 to ' 63,  and any other year that the Tories were in office. 

Mr. Speaker , I think that it will be understood that --(Interj ection) -- Well, Mr. Speaker 
--(Interjection) -- All right, there sir , we have a very specific upon which I would welcome 
participating - in a task force, shall we say, with honourable friend;3 opposite, but I would in
sist that there be some gentlemen from the Liberal Party as well, so that there would be a 
three-way analysis of this as to when --(Interj ection) -- as to when . . .  

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 
MR. SCHR EYER : . . .  the disposable personal income circumstance of Canadians has 

improved most, least or not at all. And I bring forward as a rough premise, which I think 
can be sustained , that Canadian per capita disposable income has increased least, or in fact 
has diminished in the periods 192:! to '35 and 1958 to '63.  Now if that can be disproven, I 
would like to see it. I hold :10 brief for the Liber al Party of Canada, I 'm just trying to observe 
what I believe to be fact. 

Mr. Speaker, the whole purpose of the cost of living tax credit, property tax credit, is 
to attempt to provide some r elief on - in the case of property tax - on property tax that is 
related in some formulate way to income and to ability to pay. And I think that Page 114 of 
the budget paper s provides a very d efinitive analy sis as to what the impact is of property tax -
historically , in the absence of any tax credit adjustment - on persons at d:ifferent income levels 
and what it is as a result of the redistributive effect of the tax credit program as we have it 
here. And Page 114 shows that were it not for the property tax credit, that the incidence of 
property taxation on lower income people is much much higher than one would suspect, and 
much much higher in proportion or comparison with those who are in upper income brackets . 
And indeed, even with the property tax credit we find that those in the very lowest scale of 
income are still paying, unfortunately , proportionately to income,  a higher percentage of 
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(MR. SCHREYER cont'd) . . . . .  average income towards property taxes , but at least it' s  been 
reduced very substantially. And I would like to, if it weren't too inconvenient, put it on the 
record, sir , that for persons below the $ 5, OOO average family income range, property tax as 
a percentage of average total income ranges in the 6 percent level, diminishing from $ 5 ,  OOO to 
$ 8 ,  OOO to 4 percent, $ 8 ,  OOO to $ 12, OOO, 3 .  8 percent; $ 12 ,  OOO to $ 20,  OOO, 3. 2 percent; 
$ 20, OOO and over, 2. 2 percent. Now, as a result of the property tax credit, what was 6 per
cent becomes 2 percent; what was 4.  1 percent becomes 1.  7 perc-ent; $ 8, OOO to $ 12, O O O ,  instead 
of 3. 8 percent being the average gross property tax as the percent of average total income, it 
is 2. 4 percent, and so on, so that there is a proportionality there that does maintain a fairly 
equitable and stable percentage of average net property tax as a percentage of average total 
income. 

So, sir , perhaps it is speaking to only the converted when I say that I honestly believe 
that the property tax mechanism where it has been introduced in Canada - and it is now in five 
provinces and in the past two years introduced in 30 states in the United States - that where it 
is introduced on the kind of basis it is now as compared to the simple, flat $ 50, 00 system my 
honourable friends used, that it is indeed a genuinely equitable program. And I venture to say 
that those who want to abolish it will do so only at their own peril and at the peril of equitability 
in public programming. 

I would like to conclude by making some reference - the Honourable Member for Fort 
Rouge was saying that that part, meaning the tax credit system, may be fair enough but it 
doesn't take adequate cognizance of the need to inj ect more funds into local government. And 
I know that the problem of local government finance is an omnipresent and rather a major pro
blem, and his statement left the impression that there really has not been any significant in
crease in provincial government support to local government finance. I happen to have the data 
readily at hand for the City of Winnipeg, which I know is what my honourable friend was refer
ring to, but proportionately it applied to the whole province and all our ends .  But in the case of 
the City of Winnipeg, would my honourable friend be surprised - he may be, I don 't know - if I 
were to indicate to him that the total provincial grants to the municipalities of Winnipeg in 
1968 -69 stood at $ 12.  6 million ? That has been increased now to a level of approximately $ 43 
million, to which one would add another $ 2 million because of relief of cost responsibilities 
associated with the Magistrate� .3 Court, milk inspection A ssiniboine Park and Zoo, so for a 
total there of something in the order of $ 44 million, from $ 12. 6 million. 

And then on school accounts, sir , from a 1968 level of $ 27 million to Greater Winnipeg 
schools , it is now standing at $ 62 million. So, aggregating the two local governments' r equir e
ments , it has gone from $ 40 million in 1968-69 , both school and municipal accounts , to $ 143 
million. And , sir , in six years that kind of increase of $ 103 million over $ 40 million is much 
more than mere inflation and therefore it must be attributable to changes in policy , deliberate 
changes in policy , Of that amount --(Interj ection) -- Yes. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Fort Rouge. 
MR. AXWORTHY : Mr. Speaker , could the Minister translate those figures into propor 

tions of city budget, aside from giving gross figures. Could he say to what degree has the 
proportion of transfers from the Provincial Government to the city budget, has the percentage 
of city budget increased proportionately in terms of transfers from senior levels of government ? 

MR. CHAIRMAN : The Honourable First Mini ster. 
MR. SCHR EYER : Mr. Speaker , that is an interesting point and perhaps does reveal one 

of the reasons why there is sometimes the kind of difficulty in communicating that we sometimes 
have. The Province of Manitoba has an obligation - I would say an imperative - that whatever 
the level of grants were, it must be maintained and then some in order to provide for full 
protection against the impac t of inflation , although some would argue that really clearly we do 
not have even that complete a degree of obligation. But let us assume, for discus sion purposes, 
that we do. Well then, Mr. Speaker , the rate of inflation over the past seven years would ·::ie 
such as to requir e something in the order of a 50 to 60 percent increase in total grants, which 
would mean that $40 million ought to have become something in the order of $ 65 million to 
$ 80 million. But the remaining $ 25 million to $40 million, sir, is over and above inflation, 
and there is no basis for saying that there is a moral obligation or imperative on the province 
or any senior government to increase expenditures because of above-inflation burgeoning of 
expenditures as the result of priorizing by city government. Is my honourable friend suggesting 
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(MR. SCHREYER cont'd) . . . . .  seriously that not only is there an ·:>bligation to maintain 
safeguards against inflation encroachment, but to go beyond that to provide ever-increasing 
amounts for new programming ? That is precisely - the latter, sir , is what is subj ect to 
negotiation and is also subject to being handled in the light of other demand,s on the public purse. 

My honourable friend hasn't really , and I don ' t  expect him now, ind: cated whether he is 
surprised or not surpl'.'ised with the fact that the total municipal and school, or on whichever 
basis he wishes to loo'< at it, municipal only, school only , or combined, there has been an 
increase in the case of the combined from $40 million to $ 143 million in seven years, which 
is substantially in excess of the rate of inflation in that same time period. So it cannot be said 
';hat there has been a!1 unwillingness to increase assistance to local government in the light of 
City needs, because there has been an increase, I would say, even after ta',dng into account 
inflation, an increase of about 100 percent after inflation. Because if it was $40  million, 
sir , then there is at least another $ 4 0  million pure, after-inflation increase in gr ants. 

Mr. Speaker, the final point I make in terms of the notes I have, is that the Member for 
A ssiniboia had indicated that property tax credit - and while he was candid enough and kind 
enough to say so - straightforward enough is perhaps the best way to put it - that it has a 
beneficial impact on old age pensioners ,  then I would simply add that it must by d efinition, 
therefore, have an equally straightforward impact with respect to all below-average income 
families - by definition. Because in that context they are not unlike old 3.g'.l pensio'.lers and 
indeed that ' s  what the charts prove here. So that is yet another reason, sir , why we have no 
intention - we shall fight it out to the bitter end, sir - no intention of abandJning this program 
on the doorstep of a Tory protest. 

A final point, I would say to the Member for Assiniboia, that he ' s  s aying notwithstanding 
that there is inadequate provision in our present fiscal policy to take into account the plight of 
smaller corporations, I gather, who were experiencing difficulty in maintaining the sort of 
obviously needed rate of r eturn on their investment. And if that ' s  the case, then we would want 
to summon forth as much analytical data that we c an get to see whether in fact that is so. But 
befor e my honourable friend , the Member for Assiniboia, goes too far in that assumption, or 
believing i'l that assumption, I would ask him to try and analyze the charts that are on page 140 
of the budget document - I'm using the other volume;  it may not correspond - in which corporate 
profits before taxes ,  as the percentage share of GNP,  has increased substantially in calendar 
1972-73 -74. Now it may be that this is a phenomenon that results because of the activities of 
commod ity prices and world markets and that it may be misleading insofar as the smaller fir ms 
are concerned, but I suspect that the P and L of smaller companies in the past couple of years 
or three, since the slump of 1968-72, is at least not wor se than it was in 1968-72. But we 
certainly welcome any further observations that the honourable member may have in that regard. 

QUESTION put, MOTION declared carried. 
MR . SPEAKER:  The Honourable Hollse Leader. 
MR. GR EEN: Ayes and Nays ,  Mr. Speaker . 
MR . SPEAKER: Call in the members .  Order please. The motion before the Hotlse is 

Bill. 63 , second reading thereof. 
A STANDING VOTE was k'rnn, the result being as follows : 

YEAS 

Messrs .  Adam Johannson 
Axworthy Johnston, G. 
Barrow McBryde 
Boyce Malinowski 
Cherniack Miller 
Derewianchu..k Patrick 
Desj ardins Paulley 
Dillen Pawley 
Doern Petursson 
Evans Schreyer 
Gottfried Shafran sky 
Green Toupin 
Hanuschak Uruski 
Jerr<ins Walding 
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Messrs. Banman 
Bilton 
Blake 
Craik 
Einarson 
Enns 
Ferguson 
Graham 

MR. CLERK: Yeas 28 ; Nays 16. 

BILL 63 

NAYS 

Johnston, F.  
Jorgenson 
McGill 
McGregor 
McKellar 
McKenzie 
Minaker 
Spivak 

June 16 , 1975 

MR. SPEAKER : In my opinion the Ayes have it. I declare the motion carried. 
MR. GR EEN: Mr. Speaker , I believe that there may be some permission to proceed 

with the introduction of the Statute Law Amendment Act (1975) . It would save us a day if we 
could get it introduced today. And the honourable members would still, of course,  have time 
to look at it. The Attorney-General would be prepared to proceed if he would be allowed to d::> 
so. 

MR. SPEAKER: Is leave granted ? (Agreed) 

BILL NO. 62 - THE STATUTE LAW AMENDMENT (1975) 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Attorney-General. 
MR. PAWLEY µresented Bill No. 62,  an Act to amend The Statute Law Amendment 

Act ( 1975) , for second reading. 
MOTION presented. 
MR . SPEAKER: The Honourable Attorney-General. 
MR . PAWLEY: Mr. Speaker , this bill of course is the normal Statute Law Amendment 

Act changes generally. It ' s  an omnibus bill with a number of rather technical changes ,  and I 
would quickly go through them one by one for honourable members 

1. The first deals with the increasing of the number of members on the Alcoholism 
Foundation Board Erom seven to twelve. 

2. This deals with the deleting of schedules of Amusement Tax rates from the Amuse-
ment Act. The tax is no longer imposed. 

3 .  This substitutes ' 'med ical examiner" for "coroner" . 
4.  This corrects a technical error in reference to the old Animal Diseases Act. 
5.  This includes hprovincial judges" in definition of "authorized judicial officer , "  and 

deletes reference to "coroner " in the same definition. 
6. and 8. are changes from March 3 1, 1975 , to March 31,  1976 , the date after which 

financing statements are required to be filed with assignments of book debts and chattel mort
gages. 

7 .  This repeals a section which amends the Limitation of Actions Act. Thi s s ection is 
spent, as a more recent amendment has dealt with the same change. 

9. This authorizes the Lieutenant-Governor -in-Council to make regulations requiring 
mobile home dealers to be licenced. 

10.  corrects typograhical and clerical errors .  
11.  cor rects a clerical error. 
12(1) corrects a reference to Development Corporations. 
12(2) (a) changes the date after which financing statements will be required to be filed 

with corporated debentures. 
12(2) (b) deals with a typographical error. 
12(3) reduces the number of persons required to apply for incorporation of a co -operative 

from 7 to 3 .  
12(4) provides that payments made by a Natural Products Marketing Board to a member 

of a co-operative through the co-op will be deemed to have been made for the produce sold to 
the co-op. 

13. corrects typographical errors .  
1 4 .  corrects a mistake made in setting up subsections 13(4) an d  (5) of the Corrections 

Act. Words which would have been in subsection (4) were put into subsection (5) by mistake. 
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(MR. PAWLEY cont'd) . . . . . 
15(1) enacts two provisions dealing with the d•1ties and }Ower s of the Chief County Court 

Judge with respect to the administration of the county courts. 
15(2) makes it clear that the county court has jurisdiction in matters involving more than 

$ 2, OOO where the action is under The Garage Keepers Act or the Mechanics '  Lien Act. 
16(8) removes some references to coroners.  
17.  These make the provisions of the Surrogate Courts Act resp:ecting enforcement of 

judgments, similar to the corresponding provisions of the County Courts Act. 
19. r emoves a reference to the Loans Act which has now been repealed. 
20. is a typographical error. 
21. I would ask that you refer to Sections 6 and 8, and 12(2) ( a) .  
22. The Gas Pipe Line Act refers to proced1res on expropriation by a Gas Pipe Line 

Compa.."ly that were provid•3d in the old Expropriation Act. Neither the procedures nor anything 
similar are provided in the new Expropriation Act. These amendments , and those to the Pipe 
Line Act ( see sec 39) are to provide a method by which, after getting a permit to construct the 
pipe line, the company can expropriate rights of way for the purpose of the pipe line. 

23(1) removes a provision r especting the application to the City of Winnipeg of a pro
vision of the Municipal Act. The Municipal Act is being amendoid to make the provision apply 
to the City of Winnipeg. 

2.3(2) When section 91 of The Highway Traffic Act was amended last year ,  a reference to 
the provisions of that section in section 93 was missed. This is to bring 93 into line with the 
changes in 91 .  

23(3) This am ends a provision dealing with suspension of licences and registrations by 
the Registrar. Presently he can suspend forever or until driver or owner provides proof of 
financial responsibility. This amendment will permit suspension for any specified period. 

23(4) This authorized the Traffic Board to delegate to a U-Drive truck rentor the authority 
to issue the permit required trucks in excess of 28,  OOO lbs gross weight. 

23(5) authorizes the appointment of more than one Vice -Chairman of the Traffic Board. 
23(6) corrects a drafting error. 
24 . This brings objects found above surface of earth within the definition of "artifact" 

for Historic Sites and Obj ects Art. 
25. This corrects reference to Health Services Insurance Act, Health Services Com -

mission ,  and Workers Compensation Act. 
26. is a typographical error. 
27. This r emoves reference to coroner. 
23. These provide definitions of "medical examiner " and "provincial judg3" in the 

Interpretation Act, and brings up to d1te some other definitions that deal with j udicial officers .  
29.  This corrects a drafting error. 
30(1) removes a referenc e to "coraner. " 
30(2) and ( 3) .  The Jury A ct provided that the seni:>r County Court Jud5e had certain 

duties. These duties are being transferred :o the Chief County Court Judg-e. 
31 .  These amendments provide that the Crown, as a party to an action, will not have to 

pay court fees , but can nevertheless tax a bill of costs as though the fees had ·oeen paid. 
32. These increm:.e the board of the Legal Aid Society Board from 9 to 1 1  and provide 

that at least four of the members will not be lawyers. 
33(1) Last year the provisions of the Legislative Assembly Act d .ealing with sessional 

indemnities were amended, Cross referenceo to those provisions in other parts of the Act 
were not corrected. These correct these cross r eferences. 

33(2) This corrects a drafting error made in the provision for the cost of living allowance 
in member s '  pensions. 

33(3) Typographical errors. 
34 . These bring up to date references to Chief Collnty Court Judge and Chief Provincial 

Judge in the definition of "court". 
35(1) This removes a cross reference to section 4 which has been r epealed. 
35(2) corrects mistakes in cross r eferences. 
36. This provides a new definition of "hospital" in Municipal Assessment Act. The 

chief effect is in the exemption of hospitals from municipal taxation . 
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(MR . PAWLEY cont' d) 
37.  This substitutes references to correctional institutions in place of reference to 

gaols.  
38 . There have been amendments to Federal Food and Drugs Act and Proprietary and 

Patent Medicines Act. These amendments bring references to these Federal Acts up to date. 
39.  Refer to note to section 22. 
40. This will allow a licensed practical nurse to come back into practice without re

examination after any absence up to five years instead of the present three years. 
41(1) This corrects reference to Health Services Commission. 
41(2) This deletes the word "graduate" from the phrase " registered graduate nurse" so 

it now refers to " registered nurse. " 
42(1) This removes some ambiguity that the courts found in this Act with respect to 

notice of claims against the Crown. 
42(2) This removes the prohibition against bringing actions against Crown under the 

Small Claims Act. 
42(3) This brings alternative persons to accept services of writs and notices required 

to be served on the Crown. 

Act. 

43. This corrects references to the Association of " Registered'' P sychiatric Nurses. 
44(1) and (2) provides new definitions of " department" and " minister'' for .Public Health 

44(3) This changes provisions for quorum of Board of Health. The present quorum is a 
majority of members. 

44(4) This clarifies the requirement to obtain an order for disinterment before dis
interring a body. 

44(5) This will authorize the making of regulations requiring reporting of communicable 
diseases by doctors, laboratories, etc. 

45.  This removes reference to coroners. 
46. Typographical errors. 
4 7(1) This removes the qualification of five years' practice as a barrister for district 

registrars of the Land Titles Office. 
47(2) Typographical error. 
4 7(3) (4) (6) (7) and (8) . These are complementary to this proposed new Planning Act. 
4 7(5) This corrects a drafting error. 
48. This reflects the method of numbering regulations. 
49. This corrects a reference to the Health Services Act. 
50. This provides a reference in Continuing Consolidation for Treasury Branches Act. 
51. This corrects a reference to Health Services Act. 
52. This changes a reference to Uniform Law Conference of Canada required because of 

change of the name of the conference. 
53. This places a limitation on expenditures by the University of Manitoba. 
54. Typographical errors. 
55. deletes reference to coroners and substitutes medical examiner. 
56. corrects references to Municipal Assessment Act required because of enactment of 

municipal assessment provisions separate from Municipal Act. 
57. corrects drafting error. 
58 . changes age limit for custody orders under Wives' and Children' s Maintenance Act 

from 21 to 18.  
59(1) Typographical errors. 
59(2) changes penalty for failure of e mployer to report accidents. 
59(3) The provisions dealing with increases for certain s mall pens ions are changed to 

apply where the compensation is less than 10 percent of average income instead of where it is 
1 0  percent or less.  

59(5) This makes the standards of compensation for injury of a person declared by 
Order-in-Council to be a workman apply also where such a person is killed in a compensable 
accident. 

59(6) This change is required because of the change in maximum average earnings under 
Section 37. 1 of the Workers Compensation Act. 
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( MR. PAWLEY cont' d) 
60.  This continues a company whose Act of Incorporation was repealed by mistake by the 

Revised Statutes of Manitoba, 1 9 70, Act. 
61. corrects a drafting error. 
62.  These correct a numbering problem that arose when two separate provisions of the 

C ity of Winnipeg Act, enacted by separate Acts in 1974,  were both as signed the same section 
number. 

6 3. This repeals an amending provision which has not been proclaimed and which was 
superseded by a later amendment which has come into force. 

64. This repeals an unproclaimed amending provision that amended a provision of the 
A musements Act that was repealed last year. 

65.  This corrects a mistake made in a reference to the Chapter number of The 
Cemeteries Act. 

66 .  Typographical error. 
6 7. Drafting error. 
68 (1) This repeals an unproclaimed amending provision that is being superseded by an 

amendment this year. 
68(2) corrects drafting error. 
69(1) This provides for a payment to be made from funds of old Milk Control Board to 

cover pension liability of its former employees and its retired employees. 
69(2) This brings the Milk Producers Marketing Board employees under the Civil Service 

Superannuation Act. 
70. Typographical error. 
And we end on that fine note. 
Mr. Speaker, I' d like to forward these notes to the two party leaders and then maybe 

they could be photocopied. Maybe you could arrange for them to be . . . 

MR. SPEAKER: Is it the pleasure of the House to adopt the motion? The Honourable 
Member for Birtle-Russell. 

MR. GRAHAM: Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by the Member for Virden, that 
debate be adjourned. 

MOTION presented and carried. 

COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTIONS 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Radisson. 
MR. HARRY SHAFRANSKY (Radisson) :  Mr. Speaker, I' d like to make some changes on 

the Standing Committees. On Law A mendments, substitute the name of Schreyer for Osland; 
also Miller for Adam. On Municipal Affairs Committee, substitute the name of Malinowski 
for Osland. 

MR. SPEAKER: Thank you. The Honourable House Leader. 
MR. GREEN: Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by the Honourable the Attorney-General, 

that the Speaker do now leave the Chair and the House resolve itself into a Committee of Supply 
to consider of the Supply to be granted to Her Majesty. 

MOTION presented and carried, and the House resolved itself into a Committee of Supply, 
with the Honourable Member for Logan in the Chair. 

MR. GREEN: Just to the honourable members, the Minister of Public Works is ready to 
meet in Room 254 during the last half hour as well. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY - NORTHERN AFFAIRS 

MR. CHAIRMAN ( Mr. Jenkins) : I refer honourable members to Page 39 of their Esti
mates books. Resolution 93(a) (l) . The Honourable Me mber for Brandon West. 

MR. EDWARD McGILL (Brandon West) : Mr. Chairman, I think when we broke off at the 
lunch hour we were discuss ing some matters relating to the training of pilots, and the Minister 
indicated that in respect to the probable selection of Manitoba Government Air Services as the 
carrier and the operator of Sky West, that he wasn't exactly seeking that authority, but that 
judging from the way in which the air service was involved in the training of pilots and the fact 
that no provision has been made to keep track of the cost or to allocate it or charge it to any 
other corporation, that this was likely to occur. Now, Mr. Chairman, P m  wondering if 
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(MR. McGILL cont' d) . . . . .  perhaps - I' m  interested in the reason for the statement of the 
Minister that in a sense he was somewhat of a reluctant applicant in respect to the Sky West 
Air Service, and could I infer from that that the inclusion of this additional service within the 
operations of MGAS might have a bearing and perhaps react unfavourably on the other services 
that the air service is now providing to the government, and perhaps he could enlarge on that 
situation. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister of Northern Affairs. 
MR. McBRYDE: Mr. Chairman, maybe I misheard the member, but to make sure 

I . . . there is an accurate accounting being kept of the training procedure and the . . . 
MR . McGILL: I' m sorry, Mr. Chairman. The Minister' s coming through about strength 

(1) here on my receiver. 
MR. McBRYDE: I' ll try and be a little bit more like the Member for Sturgeon Creek if 

I can handle it. I' m not sure if I misheard the member or not, but an accurate accounting is 
being kept of all costs of the training that has been undertaken to this date. I don' t see much 
problem to the Air Division in assuming the extra responsibilities if and when that is decided 
upon. We have a fairly large staff. You' ll note from my comments earlier on, within the Air 
Division - and it' s not very difficult for us to provide some for another service and then with
draw them back in our own service as the need arises, because there are that number to play 
with. We also operate on a seasonal basis so that we hire in the summer for fire season and 
lay off some of those people in the fall, although quite often by that time there has been some 
turnover and the better ones of the fire season are then kept on for the ongoing flying operations 
of the Air Division. So I don' t see any major problem if Air Division is awarded a contract for 
Sky West. 

While I' m on my feet, Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond to the question raised by 
the Member for Birtle-Russell. Him and I had heard some similar rumours and I just wanted 
to get the figures from the Air Division people on this matter. Unfortunately the rumour I 
heard emanated from Thompson, so I only got the figures for the patient air transportation 
flights out of Thompson, and in order to sort and separate the e mergency from the more 
routine medical matters, what we did was take the figures of night flights,  or flights outside 
of the regular hours of the Air Division. In 1974, of the 25 patient air transportation trips at 
night out of Thompson, 21 were done by the Air Division, one was done by Comair' s Twin 
Otter, one was done by Lamb-Air' s DC-3 and two were done by helicopter. Of course the Air 
Division has no helicopters or Twin Otters or DC-3' s,  so that could relate to the reason why 
another carrier was used. In 1975, from January lst until the most recent figures are avail
able, there were 14 patient air transportation trips made out of Thompson. Eleven of these 
were made by the Air Division - this is again night flights - two were made by helicopter and 
one by DC-3, when all our aircraft were in use, for a total of 14. So the Air Division is 
handling the vast majority of emergency air transportation flights .  

MR. CHAIRMAN: (Resolution 93 was read and passed. ) 
Resolution 93, Resolved that there be granted to Her Majesty a sum not exceeding 

$525, 900 for Northern Affairs. Passed. 
Resolution 94, Engineering and Construction, (a) (l)-passed; (2)-passed; (3)-passed; 

(a) -passed; (b) (l) - the Honourable Member for Birtle-Russell. 
MR. GRAHAM: Mr. Chairman, when we're dealing with the subject of winter roads, 

think we have to go back a few years ago to when the government made the decision to get into 
the construction of winter roads and the operation and maintenance of those same roads . And 
at the time, we were told that the main purpose of the winter roads was to lower the cost of 
transportation of goods to the users in northern Manitoba. And through our Government Infor
mation Services, we've found out that this year, that while the estimates here show that we've 
roughly a 50 percent increase in costs and that we have a further increase projected, we find 
that in the past year for roughly a 50 percent increase in cost we had 50 percent less goods 
delivered. I don' t see how, if we continue in this direction, we're going to lower the cost of 
transporting goods into northern Manitoba. I don' t know just what we could attribute all of this 
to, but it appears as though we're paying more and more to get less and less delivered. And 
if we continue in this direction, I suspect that before long we'll be in a position where we'll 
either be building permanent roads or else we'll be relying almost entirely on air transportation, 
because the rapidly escalating costs of the present winter road system seem to rule out any 
long-range program in this direction. 
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( MR. G RAHAM cont' d) 
It is also interesting to note, s ir, that there have been some people who have been very 

concerned about the government operation of the winter roads syste m. They have felt that 
government costs have risen, and the escalation is such that they felt they could even go it 
themselves, do it alone, and effectively compete in the commercial market. We had experience 
in the past winter where this was done, and government quite vehe mently refused to grant any 
assistance at all to those that were courageous enough to step out on their own and try and move 
goods into areas where service was necessary. At the same time, we notice that another thing 
is occurring in the operation of the winter roads' system. It seems that those areas of north
ern Manitoba which could quite conceivably become terminals and distribution points, are now 
being ignored, and we get the great centralization program that this government has so vehe
mently denied espousing. This centralization program is in fact occurring, and we find now 
that many of the goods are moving directly from Winnipeg on a fairly long winter roads' sys
tem, where we just doubt whether the cost saving is going to be of any material benefit if they 
continue this program much longer. 

I refer in particular to the fact that in the past, Ilford has become a terminal for the dis
tribution of goods in the winter roads' system and this winter it was almost completely ignored. 
In fact it was ignored completely by government and it was only the private enterprise system 
that continued to use the Ilford terminal for winter distribution of goods. And I think that the 
Minister owes this House and the people of Manitoba an explanation of why these changes have 
occurred, and I think he also owes us a reasonable forecast on what the costs of transportation 
are going to be if this rapid escalation of winter road use and the costs presently are not kept 
in check in some reasonable manner. I would hope that the Minister has a reasonable explana
tion to give this House and the people of Manitoba in that respect. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister of Northern Affairs.  
MR. McBRYDE: Mr. Chairman, there certainly was some increase in the cost of con

structing winter roads for the past season, and I think that the increase in cost of building 
winter roads wouldn' t be dissimilar from the increase in cost of building all-weather roads or 
highways. Nor would the increase in cost probably be disproportionate to the increase in air 
fares or air rates, getting goods into those communities .  So the cost reflected is a cost that 
shows, I think, the normal inflationary factors in the construction industry, with the exception 
that within our costs last year - and I think the member is comparing 19 73-74 with 1 9 74- 75 -
within our costs last year, there were two new routes surveyed and engineering firms were 
hired and some work was done on them over the summer to prepare them for the construction 
season, plus the fact that a new road was put in this year and the initial year of construction of 
course is quite a bit higher, with the cost going down once the main road is pushed through. So 
that would be one reason for the increase in cost. 

Now the member is aware, and I think members of the House are quite well aware that 
the department doesn't haul the goods, so the cost to building the roads to us remains pretty 
much the same - or increases because of the inflationary costs. I think one reason for the 
reduction in the amount of goods was the elimination of one route from the contract let by the 
Department of Northern Affairs.  And this was the Ilford, York Landing and Split Lake road 
which - according to our calculation, the cost per ton last year on that road was $67. 21 - in 
comparison with the Norway House road which was $8.  96, the Ilford-Oxford road which was 
$49 .  29, or the Garden Hill road which was $32. 16. So the cost for a ton mile was very high on 
those routes. And not because the cost per mile of building the road is any more, the cost per 
mile of building those roads was quite reasonable, but just because of the low amount of goods 
going over those roads . And so it was hoped that a tractor-train rather than a regular truck 
road would be made available to those areas. 

So the argument, Mr. Chairman, about the relationship between the goods and the in
creased costs - I' m sorry, I should add, the other reasons for some reduction in freight this 
year was the reduction in the pulpwood haul back from Moose Lake to The Pas which took quite 
a few tons off the figures; and the reduction in the amount of gravel going into South Indian Lake, 
that was a very heavy commodity and a considerable amount was taken in over last year' s 
winter road - and that' s another reason for the reduction in that figure. There was also some 
reduction in the amount of oil that went into God' s Lake last year, which also adds to reduction 
in figures. I don' t believe there is any reduction in the amount of consumer goods to be hauled 
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(MR. McBRYDE cont' d) . . . . .  into those communities, which would be the i mportant thing 
when you' re talking about the cost to the people in the community. 

The other point raised by the member was the concern about the company that had 
courage enough not to bid on any of the Northern Affairs' contracts, but received their land 
use permit from the government and built a couple of roads entirely at their own cost. And I 
would want to know what the member would recommend that the government do for people with 
such courage, when the government has determined that there are certain routes that will be 
followed and asked for contracts on that, and somebody goes out on their own without any con
tract and builds a road - that what he would recommend the government' s position be in that 
matter. 

The other matter that the me mber raised was the distribution points of goods. And here, 
in this case, he is presenting the argument basically of the community of Ilford, but more 
realistically the argument of Mr. Kip Thompson of Ilford in regard to the use of that community 
as a distribution point. When I quoted some comparisons of figures for the cost per ton last 
year of hauling goods from Ilford to York Landing and Split Lake, the member will recall that 
it was $67. 21 as our calculation per ton. The next highest figure was a figure of $49. 2 9  per 
ton for hauling goods, and that figure, Mr. Chairman, is based on the road from Ilford to 
Oxford House which was a very difficult route because of the number of rivers crossing that 
route. They' re actually going against the terrain of the country rather than with the terrain of 
the country, and it might have been good enough for a tractor-train route but it was a very ex
pensive route in terms of a truck route. 

The other problem with Ilford as a distribution centre is the fact that there are no roads 
leading to Ilford, so the companies - and there is no change in the other supply, that is, the 
companies still ship by rail from Winnipeg. It wasn't as if they had switched from Thompson 
or The Pas or some other northern centre, the main supply of these goods, but the goods 
would be shipped from Winnipeg on piggyback by rail to those centres .  And the truckers had 
cons iderable proble ms in terms of the time it would take via rail and the cost of hauling by 
rail - for example, the cost, rather than going up this past year to get goods to Oxford House, 
went from $49.  29 per ton to $30. 18 per ton via the new route. This new route was not pio
neered by the department. Basically the two Indian Bands, the Cross Lake Indian Band and 
the Oxford House Indian Band,made a proposal to us last year for an experimental l ight traffic 
road between those communities. That experimental road worked out quite reasonably, we got 
cost-sharing with it from the Department of Indian Affairs, and this route was just much more 
efficient than the other route. This route then would employ people likewise from remote com
munities - from the communities of Cross Lake and communities of Oxford House and Garden 
Hill - in the construction of that road. So there was some increase in the beneficial effect of 
e mployment in remote communities in terms of the construction of that particular route, and 
there was a definite saving in terms of time and dollar cost of changing that particular route. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Member for Birtle-Russell. 
MR. GRAHAM: Can the Minister - he said that there was a cost-sharing on those two 

routes - can he indicate in the estimates here how much cost-sharing was involved and where 
the recovery is from the Federal Government in the estimates ?  

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister of Northern Affairs. 
MR. McBRYDE: The cost-sharing was received this year. Last year we received some 

cost-sharing on an experimental route from Cross Lake to Oxford House and that was a, I be
lieve, an expenditure of $25, OOO by ourselves and $25, OOO from the Department of Indian 
Affairs. This past season we received cost sharing on those roads built by Me Ke Si, the 
Me Ke Si Construction Company, and the other roads that were not built by them were not cost 
sharable. 

MR. GRAHAM: Is the total cost included in the figures that you have given as the cost, 
or is it just the province' s  share that is reflected in the figures that you gave us in the cost of 
transpartation ? 

MR. McBRYDE: There is a little bit of a problem with the costing for winter roads, 
because the winter roads' season extends slightly beyond the end of the fiscal year and so 
there' s a real problem of making comparisons betwixt the two years. So that figure that 
appears in the book is the net amount. 

MR. GRAHAM: Well, Mr. Chairman, there seems to be some question then about the -
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(MR. GRAHAM cont' d) . . . . .  when the Minister quotes a figure of $30. 00 per ton, then it' s 
somewhat questionable whether the full cost is reflected in that figure or whether it' s just the 
province' s share that' s being reflected. 

MR. McBRYDE: The reflection is not within the budget book but the reflection is in the 
figures in terms of the cost per ton of hauling. The total cost of the road is taken into effect. 
The reason that the figure is s hown in its total in the budget book is that, yes, we had an agree
ment with the Federal Government last year in terms of the cost of the roads built by Me Ke Si. 
There is no guarantee that we will have a similar agreement this year for the roads built by 
Me Ke Si. Aside from that, although I have to show the full amount here, I' m hopeful that the 
Federal Government will agree to cost share on all winter roads for next season, but we don' t 
have anything in writing like we do under the Northlands Agreement or the Special ARDA agree
ment so we can' t show any figures of definitely being recoverable at this time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Resolution 94(b) (l) -passed; (2)-passed; (b) -passed. (c) - pass ?  The 
Honourable Member for Birtle-Russell. 

MR. GRAHAM: Mr. Chairman, I just had one question on the Airstrip, Airport Construc
tion. Can the Minister indicate how many airstrips are under construction at the present time 
and how many more are proposed in northern Manitoba? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister of Northern Affairs. 
MR. McBRYDE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. This year' s construction includes the following 

locations: Brochet, South Indian Lake, Pukatawagan, Cross Lake, York Landing, Red Sucker 
Lake, Little Grand Rapids, Berens River, Garden Hill and Shamattawa. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Member for Brandon West. 
MR. McGILL: While we' re on this question, could the Minister tell me how he sees the 

difference between an airport and an airstrip? I' m  wondering why airport is used here, and 
how many airports has the department been involved in. 

MR. McBRYDE: . . . one is better than the other. There' s three or four sort of stand
ards used, and I can' t recite them off the top of my head. There are the two airports for sure 
that receive MOT approval and therefore some cost-sharing from MOT, that' s Norway House 
and Island Lake, so those would definitely be in the airport category. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (c)-passed. (d) (l) - The Honourable Member for Minnedosa. 
MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, I was on ( c) yet. I just wanted to ask the Minister if this 

covered all of the grants to airports or just in the North - or airstrips. 
MR. McBRYDE: No, Mr. Chairman, there is a Provincial Government program run by 

Northern Affairs which says that an emergency airstrip will be provided to any community in 
Northern Manitoba as defined in the Northern Affairs Act, that does not have road access - of 
communities of over 100 people that do not have road access.  The airstrip program operated 
by the Department of Industry and Commerce is a loan program to local airports. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (The remainder of Resolution 94 was read and passed. ) 
Resolution 94. Resolved that there be granted to Her Majesty a sum not exceeding 

$2, 883,  300 for Northern Affairs. Passed. 
(Resolution 95(a) and (b) passed. ) 
(c) (l) . The Honourable Member for Birtle-Russell. 
MR. GRAHAM: Mr. Chairman, under Community Services, I believe is where the I. C . 

program comes in, is it not? 
MR. McBRYDE: The Extension Services, 95 4(b) , the item under which . . .  the Com

munity Services is the co-ordinators, northern co-ordinators. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY - PUBLIC WORKS 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Mr. Walding) : Order please. I direct your attention to Page 42 of 
your Estimate book, Department of Public Works, Resolution 98(a) . The Honourable Minister. 

HON. RUSSELL DOERN (Minister of Public Works) (El mwood) : Mr. Chairman, just 
before I begin, I have an extra 10 copies of our annual report so perhaps we could have them 
distributed if anyone wants a copy. 

MR. McKELLAR: Mr. Chairman . . .  has your annual report been tabled? 
MR. DOERN: It was tabled and we' re still waiting I think a few days yet from the final 

glos sy copy; it will be exactly the same as this except with illustrations, etc. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the Department of Public Works is a 
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(MR. OOERN cont' d) . . . . .  service department, it must respond to the de mands of existing 
expanded or new programs generated by line departments. r m pleased to report that we have 
met this challenge in the past year and I am optimistic that our performance will prove to be 
even more effective during this current year. Our service is a major expense to government 
and every effort is being made to restrain spiralling costs through more efficient methods, pro
cedures, and organization. 

During 1974-75, we were faced with exceptional inflationary factors of this order. I think 
members would find this of some interest. For example, in mechanical and electrical supplies, 
there is a 22. 5 percent increase in price. Carpentry, locksmith, paint supplies, 25 percent. 
Paper and housekeeping supplies, 20 percent. Contracted services such as cleaning and 
elevator services up 10 to 23 percent. Hydro electric service up 20 percent. Water, 5 per
cent. Furniture and furnishings, 15 to 20 percent. And by far the most staggering statistic, 
fuel has increased between 30 and 110 percent. The average we estimate to be about 60 percent. 

Faced with these factors, we were obliged to seek special warrants in the amount of 
$2. 7 million, bringing our actual expenditures to just under $19 million in 1974-75. The budget 
that is before you reflects two things: First, the present level of service incorporating known 
inflationary factors, and second, a modest increase in the level of service due to new and ex
panded programs. To give you some idea of the workload we face, we are responsible for over 
seven million square feet of space and several hundred acres of grounds and parking lots. I 
might point out that that is not necessarily lease space, it includes Red River Community 
College and other large facilities along those lines. 

To provide for service of this magnitude, the whole spectrum of employment skills are 
required: professionals, trades men, labourers, caretakers, clerks, and so on. The depart
ment by its very nature is dependent on people and the skills they possess. Our success in 
providing a high level of service is a result of dedicated and efficient staff at all levels. 

Since last reporting to you, there has been one significant change in the organization of 
the department. We have set up a separate Central Services Division bringing together under 
one director the central provincial garage, the office equipment branch, the purchasing bureau, 
telecommunications and the post office, plus one new activity, a materials branch. Mr. 
Chairman, this organization will form a nucleus of the total materials management program 
which is long overdue. You might consider this new organizational structure as phase one of 
our move into materials management and this phase should be completed by this year' s end. 
Phase two will be a gradual assumption of responsibility for the procurement, storage, dis
tribution, and inventory of materials now conducted under the aegis of individual departments. 

One little known aspect of the department is the fact that we do generate revenue. You 
are aware that mahy of our programs are self-supporting. For example, the central prov
incial garage, the office equipment branch, and the land acquisition branch. We have further 
accounts receivable of well over $2 million. The bulk of this revenue is generated at the 
Gimli Industrial Park with the remainder made up from the provision of services to the 
Frontier School Divis ion, the rental of facilities to the Liquor Control Commission, MPIC, 
MAC C, and the Textbook Bureau. There are several miscellaneous items such as revenue 
from our cafeteria outlets and employee housing. 

On capital, just briefly, although there has been a general slowdown in capital project 
starts during 1974-75, there were still $23-1/2 million worth of contracts in force at the end 
of April. We have several projects on the shelf ready for tendering. These projects can be 
deferred or brought on stream in response to the conditions of the construction industry. 

And finally, a brief word on energy conservation. I have required my department first 
to report to me on a regular basis on the status of energy use in the hundreds of buildings for 
which Public Works is responsible. Based on information received, we have initiated a com
prehensive program of energy conservation in the operation and maintenance areas of de
partmental activity. During the first year of its operation, 1 9 73-74,  the savings of energy 
amounted to 6. 3 percent and during this fiscal year 1974-75, we expect similar results. This 
program can be considered to be in four parts with four distinct goals. These are, first, to 
improve efficiency in energy use. By applying improved standards of insulation and energy
conscious building design criteria, we are finding it possible to reduce the amount of energy 
consumed and lower the amount of energy lost by transmission through walls, roofs, etc. 
Second, to improve efficiency in energy conversion. This goal is being achieved by using 
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(MR. DOERN cont'd) . . . . . .  proven methods to finely tune our building heating plants thereby 
ensuring efficient combustion of hearing fuels and minimal loss of returned condensate, etc . 
Third, to reduce unnecessary demands for energy . Government buildings now operate at 
temperatures approximately five degrees lower than formerly . Make-up air for ventilation has 
been reduced and conscientious efforts made to turn off lights and equipment when not required. 
Lighting levels have also been reduced. And fourth, to promote the use of hydro-electric 
energy . Our office buildings at Arborg and Beausejour most recently opened have been de signed 
to use electricity rather than fossil fuels. 

The department has . . .  well, I think I'll  skip another section and just finally mention our 
government fleet. We are gradually introducing more compacts and sub-compac ts into our 
government automobile fleet. For example, we now have 65 sub-compacts and !12 compac ts. 
Our standard size sedans have been reduced to 2 82 for use mostly north of 53.  We long since 
established the intermediate sedan as the most suitable vehicle south of 53.  Our aim is to 
build up the compact - sub-compact component of the fleet. We are presently looking at 
elec tric battery-driven vehicles in a serious way. We are analyzing the availability and 
suitablilty of such vehicles on a world-wide basi s .  I am interested in bringing five or six of 
these vehicles into the fleet for purposes of evaluation and experimentation. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Resolution 98 (b) ( 1) - pa�sed? The Honourable Member for Souri s
Killarney . 

MR. McKELLAR: Mr. C hairman, there ' s  j ust one question I 'd  like to ask. How many 
employe es do you have in your department ? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Mini ster. 
MR. DOERN: Approximately 1, 2 00.  
MR. McKELLAR: Are there any contract employee s in your department ? 
MR. DOERN: Approximately 10. 
MR . McKE LLAR: Ten. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: Resolution 98 (b)( l) . The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek. The 

Honourable Member for Fort Rouge. 
MR. AXWORTHY: Mr . Chairman, I'm j ust wondering if the Minister could report on 

the status of the Gimli Industrial Park which . . . 
MR • .  DOERN: That' s listed under 101.  
MR. CHAIRMAN: Resolution 9 8  (b)(l) - passed . (b)(2) - The Honourable Member for 

Sturgeon Creek. 
MR. J. FRANK JOHNSTON ( Sturgeon Creek): Mr . Chairman, I j ust would like to ask 

the Minister, there ' s  an obvious considerable increase in this item over last year; I wonder 
if he could give us a little explanation on that .  

MR . CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister . 
MR. DOERN: Yes, this is an increase there of $95, OOO mostly in management services. 

We've done some studies and there are others being planned in terms of a departmental re
organization. 

MR. F. JOHNSTON: You say $95, OOO. I add that to $ 133, OOO approximately. $94, 100 
to $227, 700 . 

MR. DOERN: I was reading the line ahead there (b)( 1), but under (b)(2) yes, $133, OOO. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: Resolution 9 8(b)(2) - pas sed.  (b) - pas sed.  98 (c)( l) - The Honourable 

Member for Souris-Killarney . 
MR. McKELLAR: Mention was made in the Throne Speech about your going to build new 

buildings for A utopac down in the central part of Winnipeg. Is this still the intention of the 
department to go ahead with tha t or do they build their own building? How will that be - you 
build the building, lease it to them, or how will that take place ? 

MR. C HAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister. 
MR. DOERN: I believe there ' s  an amount of capital allocated for that purpose and there 

is a plan to build a new building for MPIC and for the Motor Vehicle Branch, both combined. 
We don't really lease the buildings, we simply build it for those departments and then maintain 
and operate it for them as well . 

MR. McKELLAR: They pay you on a monthly basis for rentals, or how . . .  ? 
MR . DOERN: Well, I guess I' m being corrected by my Deputy who says that MPIC will 

lease from us as a Crown corporation whereas MVB is handled differently. 
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MR . McKELLAR: And the Bank of Montreal pre sently being used, leased space, and the 
Bank of Montreal on Portage A venue for Autopac, do you arrange the lease and then they fund 
it to you? 

MR. DOERN: No, they arrange their own lease and now they have had to extend it because, 
you know, you just can' t put up a major building in 12 months, so they have extended their lease 
for several years and it will probably, you know, take us two to three years from now before 
you'll see a building completed. 

MR. McKELLAR: On rental like that, would you have any idea what you're paying per 
square foot of space ? 

MR. DOERN: In the Bank of Montreal ? 
MR. McKELLAR: Ye s .  
MR. DOERN: Well, it would be a prime rate. I imagine it' s of the order of $7.  0 0  or 

$ 7 .  50 a sq•rnre foot . This is the sort of going number one rate in Winnipeg today . We 're 
starting to hear the $8. 00 figure coming in, the $8. 50, although we have a lot of space leased 
at $6 . 00, $6. 50, $5 . 5 0, etc . and even cheaper, but if you're looking for prime space, you're 
now looking at $ 7 .  00 and up . 

MR. McKELLAR: And what length of lease - do you have to go for a 10-year lease ? 
MR. DOERN: No, I think the original lease was five years and I believe that they have 

now possibly extended it another five so that it probably will happen that they will give up 
the building and move into the new facility and we will take over, possibly sub-lease if 
necessary - I must say s ub-lease it commercially . But we will certainly have enough :ead 
time to be able to ascertain that. 

MR. McKELLAR: Mr . C hairman, one que stion I'd like to ask is regarding this 
b uilding . The space formerly used by the library, presently vacated now, what use is going 
to be made out of that space here ? 

MR. DOERN: In this building ? 
MR . McKELLAR: This building, right next door . 
MR. DOERN: Opposite us just across the way here, we tend to have a hearing room 

almost identical to this . I'm being pressed by the Speaker for another room . He believes that 
we're short public hearing rooms and it 's  also not advisable to be trucking in and out some of 
our audio equipment, and we have a demand for space just from the public occasionally for 
mee ting room s .  So that will be one purpose and then some of the other rooms that go out of 
here, we will be using that for storage space or offices.  

I have to point o ut though that in case anyone isn't  definite , that the attractive library, 
the three-storey or whatever it is, that enchanting C harles Dickens type central library room 
will remain. That is not going. That will remain for members and the public . It' s the 
reading rooms and the ancillary rooms that are going. And they are going very shortly 
incidentally . I'm told most recently that they expect to be moved by July 15 . Now that ' s  
assuming; they meet the deadline . 

MR. McKELLAR : Regarding the basement, you mentioned that you're putting in a new 
dining room. Is that plan still going ahead ? 

MR. DOERN: Well, we 're now, I must say that that is moving a little slower than I would 
be happy about or it' s taking longer maybe than we anticip3.ted. We have moved out some staff 
from the other end of the hall . We have the sort of cafeteria, which i s  more or les s  directly 
below us, and the kitchen. Now we are developing the other side of the kitchen for I think about 
double the space that the cafeteria now has .  So the first phase will be to complete that. That 
is now being done but it will take a couple more months . Then we ' ll enlarge the kitchen. Then 
we will move out the cafeteria side into the new quarters and then begin the development of the 
space for an MLA' s restaurant. And I look forward to that day, I can tell you. 

MR . McKELLAR : Well, another question is the lighting around the building. You know, 
I often wonder why somebody wouldn' t  hit me over the head some night because it ' s  so damn 
dark when you walk out there . I was j ust wondering, with all the mercury vapour lights in 
existence today, the old lighting system out there with the candelight, is tliere any thought in 
mind of lighting the building up and the area around for the protection of the public ? 

MR. DOERN: Well first of all, I guess you're not as romantic at heart 1Earl 1since you 
got married . . . 

MR. McKELLAR: I 'm sure not . I 'm too old for that. 
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MR. DOERN: In the old days, when you were a bachelor, in the old days, you had a 
different attitude . But I would agree with you. I ' ve received some complaints from some of 
your fellow party members that it was quite dark at the front and I agree with that. I 'm one 
of those who uses the A ssiniboine side so I don' t sort of see sometime s what goes on at the front. 
But I have asked Mr . McMillan to look into that and I think we're probably developing some 
plans to better illuminate the front of the building and possibly the Assiniboine side, but I 
don't  visualize the day when you come here and i t 's  sort of like broad daylight, you can play 
tennis and baseball any night. I also don' t  feel a responsibility to illuminate the riverbank. 
You know it strikes me that anybody sort of walking around in the bushes or down the side of 
the bank, they're just asking for trouble and I don' t believe that i t 's  our responsibility to have 
brightly lit grounds with enough illumination to be able to read a book. But I do agree with 
you that I think that it ' s  a little dark on some sides of the building and I start with the front . 
And we will look at the whole area again . 

MR. Mc KELLAR: That• s all the questions I got on this section. 
MR. C HAIRMAN: The Honourable Member for Fort Rouge . 
MR. AXWORTHY: Mr . C hairman, I wanted to ask the Minister if he could outline at 

this stage what plans there are in terms of the continuing development of office space or 
facilitie s within the area of the Legislative Buildings and to what degree that may affect or not 
affect the residential proportion of the area that is to the east of us ? 

MR. C HAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister.  
MR. DOERN: Well, i t 's  not an easy que stion to  answer because, as you know, we have 

had discussions for several years - it seems like it ' s  about two years now, with Great West, 
and I really don't know, you know, what will happen there. They had a projected deadline with 
the C NR of May lst, 1975, for final decision making. They appear to have extended that dead
line and I haven't  met with them in a formal sense for at least six months .  So it' s possible 
that they could pull out and develop the CN site in conjunction with them and that we could 
purchase their site . But that depends on the price and the terms and whether or not they are 
to go forward. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Order please . It' s time for us to rejoin our colleague s in the House; 
so that the committee may rise . 

* * * * * 

MR. C HAIRMAN: The hour being 5: 30, Committee rise and report . Call in the Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, your Committees of Supply have considered certain resolutions, directed me 

to report the same, and ask leave to sit again. 

IN SESSION 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please . The Honourable Member for Logan. 
MR. JENKINS: Mr. Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by the Honourable Member for 

Emerson, that the reports of the Committees be received. 
MOTION presented and carried. 
MR. SPEAKER: The hour of adjournment having arrived, the House is now adjourned 

and stands adjourned until 10:00 a. m .  tomorrow morning. (Tuesday) Municipal Affairs at 
8 : 00 p . m .  tonight . 




